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ANTECEDENTS THAT DETERMINE CUSTOMER RETENTION AT TWO
FITNESS CENTRES LOCATED AT LAT PHRAO DISTRICT OF BANGKOK,
THAILAND

Lydia Jyrwa' ard Aaron Loh**

'Graduate School of Business, Assumption University of Thailand*'Lecturer, 
Graduate School of Business, Assumption University of Thailand

ABSTRACT
This purpose of this research is to investigate Customer Retenlion ih Fitness First and Virgin
Active located at Lat Phrao districl of Bangkok, Thailantl. The researcher fouhd two
independent variables and one intervening variable in order to a alyse cuslomer retenlion
towards the above mentionecl fitness centres. Multiple Line* Regression Analysis and
Pearson Cotelation Coefrcieht v/erc used to study the impact of t$'o independe t variables
a d one intetaehi g raf iable ofi customer retention. The results of this study strongly suggest
that the services provided fu'Jitness centres, the u'ell-being of customers in their lives and in

8fn$ and dlso custot er satisfoction play an important role towards causing customel
retention i rthess ce lres. The resu s of this sudt, can be a usefirl gxide for olher Jittess
centrcs as well as other kinds ofservice industries both locally ahd internationally.

KEYWORDS: Customer Satisfaction, Customer Retention, Fitness Centre, Well-
being, SQAS (Service Quality Assessment Scale)

Introduction

The health and fitness industry has been rising as years have gone by, and with
modem life and its aspects on people, they are getting busier in their everyday lives. Hence,
they are encouraged to have a form ofphysical activity in their lives as it results to a healthy
life in the end, physical activity likejogging, running, swimming, form of sports etc. This
has resulted in many countries encouraging people to get involved more into fitness and
physical activity.

Customer retention is considered as the loyalty that is positioned essentially in
consumers' repurchasing intentions and the positive word-of mouth that is spread by the
consumers to advocate the products and seNices to oiher consumers (Butcher, Sparks, and
O'Callaghan, 2001). Customer retention is increasingly being seen as an important issue for
mangers as it is acknowledged that it cost less to retain customers than to acquire ne$
customerc in any type ofcompany (Ahmad and Bunle, 200,1). In fitness centres, the frequency
ofregularity and i[egularity by members is vital for their retention as it positively impacts the
profitability ofthe fitness centre (Ierrand, Robinson and Vallete (2010).

Health and fitness has witnessed an astounding gro*1h in interest and participation
and it is a business that is rapidly growing worldwide. Around the world, fitness centtes
generate about $84 billion dollars in annual revenue ([HRSA,201.l). There are approximately
183,900 fitness centres across the globe that attracts nearly 144.7 million members (IHRSA,
2014). Additionally, according to Statistica (2017), Thailand's fitness centres revenue will
amount to $40 million by 2017 and also the revenue is expected to show a revenue growth of
an annual rate of 13.3o% resulting in a market volume ofUS $65 million in 2021.



market tumover for fitness centes is about THB 7.3 billion which will grow at least 9 percent
in the coming yeals (Kasikom Research Center, 2009),

Service Quality Assessment Scale (SQAS)

SQAS is a service quality scale developed by Larr,, Zhan9 and Jensen (2005) which
was pa(icularly evolved via the employment of accumte methodology for the fitness and
health industry. Larr,, Zhan4 and Jensen (2005) recommended that other researchers should
re-examine tle SQAS using different samples to analyze further the factor structure. The
comparison to another scale has been implied, "Ifthe scale construction and specificity for the

health- fitness setting, for connecting validity" (Lam, et a1.,2005). Although the SQAS was

designed to evaluate the perceived service quality in health and fitness clubs, it was later
extended to include both the expectation and perception scores. It was also extended to
properly serve the function ofmeasuring the quality ofboth services and products provided at
the fitness centres. Service quality assessment is an instrument for evaluating service quality
of health and fitness clubs (Lam et a1.,2005). Here, Service Quality Assessment Scale is
being graded in 6ve different sub-variables. These variables are shown as follows:

I . Staff - A stafi as used in the context of fitness, refers to any health club or fitness
facility employee, including personal trainers, group exercise instructors, managers,
and owne6. It also includes self-employed personal trainers (Riley, 2004).

2, Program: It is the workout or other program for members or customers of fitness such
as weight training, weight control, aerobics, and relaxation (Senakham, 2008).

Locker Room- lt is described as a part of the gynnasiums and fitness centres that
includes the changing room! shower room, toilet and the lockers, where the customeB
and members can use according to their needs (Peery, 1931).

Physical Facility- It is defined as the tangible, physical element of the sports
envircnment that influences customer and member's attitudes. In a fitness centre,
elements of the physical facility include parking lot, facility aesthetics, parking lot,
layout accessibility and location ofthe fitness centre (Wakefield, Blodgett and Sloan,
1996).

Workout Facility- It is the facility located inside the fitness centrc which has cardio
rcoms, aercbic rooms, weights, machines and other specific equipments that are

available for a member or a customer to use (Andreozzi, 2010).

4.

5.

Wellbeing
It is a positive state of being with others in society, where needs are met, where one

can act effectively and meaningfully to pursue one's goals, and where one is able to
experience happiness and feel satisfied with one's life (Gough and Mccregor,2007).
Wellbeing can be defined as the way people feel and the way they function, both on a
personal and social level, and it is also how people evaluate their lives as a whole
(Michaelson, Mahony and Schiffers,20l2). To have a better understanding, wellbeing refers
to hou,people refer to emotions such as happiness or anxiety (Ryff, Magee, Kling, and Wing,
1999). It is how people function referring to things such as their sense of competence or their
sense of being connected to those around them (Veenhoven, 1996).T0 have a better
understanding, RulT (1989) explained that emotions such as happiness or anxiety is how



feople feel and the manner in which people connect and sense to the surounding around them
is referred to as how people function.

Ryffand Keyes (1995) constructed criteria for assessing well-being, based on life span
Jelelopment, personal gro$,th, and mental health. Based on the integration ofthe three topics,
ii\ c teria ofpsychological well-being which is shown as follows:

1. Self'-acceptance- Having a positive attitude about one's selfand one's life.

2. Positive relations with others- being able to make and maintain warm,
and trusting relations with others-

3. Autonomy- being independent, self-determining and intemally regulated.

4. Environmental mastery- Being competent in managing the environment and
making use ofsurrounding oppotunities and supports.

5. Purpose in life- it is having goals and objectives for living, a sense of dircctedness
and feeling there is meaning to life.

6. Personal groMh- it is having feelings ofcontinued development

Here, wellbeing is being graded in two sub-variables.

These variables are as follows:

1. Wellbeing in life -It is described as a state that includes self-acceptance, personal
groMh, purpose in life, positive relations with othe6, environment mastery and
autonomy (Ryff and Keyes, 1985).

2. Wellbeing in Gyms and Health Clubs- It is defined as the state thar includes
happiness, determination, self-acceptance, self-confidence for a customer and positive
relations with other members in a health and fitness centre (Gongalves and Dinz,
20r s).

Customer satisfaction
Customer satisfaction has been defined as the way customer's response to the

evaluation of the anticipated inconsistency between prior expectations (or some norm of
performance) and the actual performance of the product as perceiled after its consumprion
(Tse and Wilton, 1988). In today's competitive \\'orld, ihe $ay business is handled has
changed so much as, manufacturer based market has become more of a customer-based
market (Henning-Thurau and Hansen,2000). Cusromers have become the most valuable
resource that all kinds of businesses compete for (Zikmund, 2000). Customer's expectations
and their experiences with a service and a product have directly influenced satisfaction (Rust,
Inman, Jia and Zahorlik, 1999). For business, having the right kind of knowledge about
customer satisfaction can help them improve their service towards their customers (Chen,
2004).

Customer Retention
Sodertund (2006) delined customer retention as the level of continuity in the

customer's relationship with a brand or service provider. The picture to understand customer



retention is to undentand how customeN behaviour while purchasing a service or product,
whether they repulchase the same product or not, and the ftequency of attendance towards a
sen,ice provider (Pdtchard, Howard and Havitz, 1992). Customer rctention is increasingly
being seen as a significant issue since it is acknowledged that it costs less to rctain customers
than to acquire new customeG (Ahmad and Buttle, 2002).

Several researches concurs that the cost of retaining a customer is cheaper than the
cost to acquire a new one (Ahmad and Buttle, 2004). The underlying premise is that,
attracting customers is not enough but retaining the existing is essential. Kassim and Souiden
in 2007 stated that rctention is "the future propensity of the customers to stay with their
service provider". Additionally, customer rctention was described as the percentage of
customers at the beginning ofthe year that still remains at the end ofthe year (Buchanan and
Cillies, 1990).

There are challenges in retaining customers and members in sports and fitness centres,
because the problem to retain valued customers can be complicated as a result of the
unbalanced information where the managers or staff of the fitness centre does not know the
information for which to ask ftom the custome$ and the customers does not know what
infomation to provide. When a Iitness centre retains its customers, therc arc several benefits
that it receives while doing so and some ofthe benefits are shown as follows (Buchanan and
Gilles, 1990): -

1) The acquisition cost of a customer takes place only at the beginning of a

relationship

2) The likelihood oflong-tenn customers switching is low.

3) Long-term customers tend to be less- price sensitive.

4) Long-term customers are more likely to initiate referrals.

5) Longterm customers are more likely to purchase ancillary products and high
margin supplemental products.

6) Long-term customers are cheaper to service because of their knowledge of the
organization.

The argument of customer rctention is relatively straightforward; it is more
economical to keep existing customers than to acquire new ones (Reichheld and Kenny, 1990)
and hence sports and fitness centres are increasingly optimising there marketing strategies to
tum their focus on improving customer retention.

Research Framework

Based on the literature review, the following conceptual framework has been designed
for this research:
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As seen in the conceptual framework, three hlpotheses were obtained:

Hl": SeNice Quality Assessment Scale in terms of staff, program, locker room, physical
facility and workout facility has an effect on customer satisfaction.

H2": Customer Wellbeing in terms of Wellbeing in Life and Wellbeing in Gyns and Health
c€nters have an effect on customer satisfaction.

H3a: Customer satisfaction has a relationship towards customer retention.

Research methodology

The quantitative approach was used in this study. A survey method was used to collect
data for this research. The sample population for this study included members and customerc
ofFitness First and Virgin Active located in Lat Phrao, Bangkok. The Likert Scale model was
used in the survey questions. The Likert model was developed to measure attitude on a 5-
point scale mnging from I which was 'strongly disagee' to 5 $,hich was 'strongly agree'.

The researcher divided the questionnaire into four parts. Pafi one is about the screening
questions, wherc the questions arc evaluated to fit the right respondents. Part two is all about
evaluating the independent, intervening and dependent variables which consist of Service

Quality Assessment Quality Scale (SQAS), Well-being, customer satisfaction and customer
retention. Part three is about the demographic factors ofthe respondents and lastly pafi four is
about the basic information of the respondents. The questionnaire was prepared in English
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language. and Thai language as the respondents are composed of local people and foreigners;
this will help the customers and members ofthe rwo fitness and hearth crubi to understand the
questionnaircs accordingly

-. T!"." were thrce statistical analyses conducted to rest h)?orheses. Firstly, Multiple
Linear Regression analysis was applied in order to identiry relati;;ship berween i;depend;nt
variables and intervening variable (Hla and H2a). pearson conelation analysis was used to
determine the strength ofassociation between two variables. (H3a).

Research Findings
The researcher investigated total samples of388 respondents from a total of4OO sample

survey. The respondents were members and customers of Fitness Fi6t and Virgin Active.
SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Science) was used for the interpretation and
evaluation of data.

Table 1: Summary ofdemographic factors

Table I sho$s that there were more men who went to the two fitness centres which are
222 (57.2oh) of the total respondents, and the group of2l-30 years old range is dominant with
207 respondents (53.4%). As of educational level, the master,s degree se-gment is dominant
with 197 respondents (50.8 %) and lasrly rhere are 172 respondent; (44.3%) having monthly
income between 20,001 to 30,000 baht.

Variable Frequency Percentage

Gender
Male 222 57.2

Age
21-30 340 s3.4
Education level
Master's degree t9'7 508

Income level
20,001 bahr - 30,000 baht t72 44.3

Table 2: Summ fBasic informatin IOn

Variable Frequency lPercentage
Usage of Personal trainer services 240 5t.9
Pupose ofgoing to the fitness centres
Enhance fitness stage 265 i2.0

Length ofmembership
More than l2 months l2 28.9

Frequency ofvisits
4 5daysaweek t8 48.5

Length ofstay in a session
2 hours 188 48.5

Based on Table 2, there are 240 respondents (61.9%) who use personal tminer
services. In the case of the purpose of going to the fitness centre, there ar; a total of265
respondents (32.0%) whose goal is to enhance their fitness stage. A total of I 12 respondents
(28.9%) have been members ofthe fitness centres for more than 12 months. The liequency of
visits to fitness centres in a week is dominant to 4 to 5 days (l 1g respondents 

""A 
Ct.iU).



And for the length of each session, 188 respondents (48.5%) stayed in the fitness centre for 2
hours.

Results of hypothesis testing

Hlpothesis 1

Table 3: The Analysis of the Relationship between Service Quality Assessment Scale and

Customer satisfaction using Multiple Linear Regression Analysis

a. Predicto6: (Constant), MEAN Workout facility, MEAN SQAS staff,
MEAN SQAS program, MEAN Physical facility, MEAN SQAS locker
room

Based on the model summary table, the R-square is the portion of variation in the

dependent variable (customer satisfaction) that is explained by one independent variable. It is
expressed as a percentage. So, 24.1 percent of the variation in customer satisfaction can be

explained by one independent variable which has five sub variables (workout facility, staff,
physical facility, program and locker room).

ANOVA.

\4odel Sum of
Squares

dl Mean

Square

F Sig.

Regression
I Residual

Total

31 t.179
1t42.452
1453.632

5

382

387

62.236
2.991

20.810 .000b

a. Dependent Variable: MEAN Customer Satisfaction

b. Predictors: (Constant), MEAN Workout facility, MEAN SQAS staff,
MEAN SQAS program, MEAN Physical facility, MEAN SQAS locker room

Based on the ANOVA table as a result ofanalysing Multiple linear regression, the

sig, is presenting .000 which is less than .05 (.000 < .05). lt indicates that one of the five
independent variables in hlpothesis one has a significant influence on the dependent

variable. And therefore, the null h)pothesis in one is rejected. Independent variables are:

SQAS staff, SQAS program, SQAS Locker room, SQAS Physical facility and SQAS
\\ orkout facility and the dependent variable is Customer Satisfaction.

Adjusted Std. Error ofthe Estimate

t.72937



Model Unstandardized

d Coeflicients
Standardize

d

Coefficients

t Sig. Collinearity
Statistics

B Std.

Error

Beta Tolerance VIF

(Constant)

MEAN_SQAS staff

MEAN_SQAS

prcgram

MEAN SQAS locker
room
MEAN_Physical

facility

MEAN Workout

facility

3.989

.225

.063

.077

113

t76

.939

.034

.057

.046

051

0,18

.315

.055

.088

.1 l3

177

4.248

6.631

1.1 19

t.6'78

2.223

3.6',7 6

.000

.000

.264

.094

.027

000

.909

.855

.'155

803

884

1.100

1.169

t.324

t.246

l.131

a. Dependent Variable: MEAN Customer Satisfaction

Based on the result of multiple regression presented in the Regression Coefficient
table_above, the sig for SQAS Program is more than .05 (.264 > .05) and the sign for
SQAS locker room is more than .05 (.094 >.05) Therefore, there is no impact from SeAS
program on customer satisfaction and from SQAS locker room on Customer Satisfaction.
However, in the case of SQAS staff, SQAS physical facility and SeAS workout facility
they have a significant influence on customer satisfaction because the sign shows .000,
.027 and .000 respectively which is less than .05 (.000 < .05). (.02't <.0J) and (.000 <
.05). Therefore, there is a significant relationship between SeAS in terms of staff,
physical facility and workout facility on customer satisfaction. In addition, the table also
presents the coefficient of regression for each independent variabie. Therefore, the
equation for the relation between customer satisfaction and Service euality Assessment
Scale in terms ofstaff, physical facility and workout faciliry is as follows:

: po+ Bl l+p2 2+p3 3

= 3.989+ 0.225 1+0.11312+0.176x3

Where:

= Customer satisfaction

1 : Staff

.r2 = physical facility

t0



r-: = rorkout facility

P = coefficient ofregression

According to the equation, as staff, physical facility and workout facility increases by
l. siftilarly, Customer Satisfaction increases by ,225, .l 13 and .176 respectively.

In the case ofpresence of multicollinearity in the multiple linear regression analysis of
SQAS and customer satisfaction, therc is no multicollineadty as the VIF values ofall the sub-
\ariables are equal to I and less than 2.5. The VIF value of staffis 1.100, program is 1.169,
Itcker room is 1.324, physical facility is 1.246 and lastly workout facility is 1.131.

Hlpothesis 2

Table 4: The result of analysing wellbeing in terms of wellbeing in life and wellbeing in
fimess cen$e on customer satisfaction-

llodel Summa

Mode

I

R R Square Adjusted R
Square

Std- Error ofthe Estimate

I .561" .315 -31I 1.60835

a. Predictors: (Constant), MEAN Wellbeing in fitness centre, MEAN
\\'ellbeing in life

Based on the model summary table, the R-square is the portion of variation in the
dependent variable (customer satisfaction) that is explained by one indep€ndent variable. It is
erpressed as a percentage. So, 31.5 percent ofthe variation in customer satisfaction can be
erplained by one independent variable which has two sub variables (well-being in life and
\\ell-being in fitness centres).

.1\OyA"
\lodel Sum of

Squares

Df Mean

Square

F Sig.

Regression
I Residual

Total

45',7.'715

995.917

t453.632

2
385

387

228,858
2.58'7

88.471 .000b

a. Dependent Variable: MEAN_Customer Satisfaction

b. Predictors: (Constant), MEAN_WeIlbeing in fitness centre, MEAN_We|lbeing in life

Based on the ANOVA tabl€ as a result of analysing multiple regression, the sig is
presenting .000 which is less than .05 (.000 < .05). It indicates that the two independent
variables in h)?othesis two have a significant influence on the dependent va able. And
therefore, the null h)?othesis in two is rejected. lndependent variables are: Well-being in life
and Well-being in fitness centre and the dependent variable is Customer Satisfaction.



Modcl Unstandardized

Coellicients
Standardize

d

Coefficients

1 Sig. Collinearity
Statistics

B Std.

Error

Beta Toleranc€

e

VIF

(Constant)

MEAN
1 Wellbeing in life

MEAN
Wellbeing in

fitness centre

5.432

.125

.46t

605

042

040

.133

.506

8.91
6

3.01

4

1 1.4

36

000

00i

000

.908

.908

l.l0
I

1.10
I

a. Dependent Variable: MEAN Customer Satisfaction

Based on the result of multiple linear regression presented in the Regression
Coefficient table above, well-being in life and well-being in Iitness centre have a significant
influence on customer satisfaction because the sig shows .003 and .000 respectively which is
less than .05 (.003 < ,05) and (.000 < .05). Therefore, there is a significant relationship
between well-being in terms of well-being in life and well-being in fitness centre and
customer satisfaction. In addition, the table also presents the coefficient ofregression for each
independent variable. Therefore, the equation for the relation between customer satisfaction
and Service Quality Assessment Scale in terms ofstaff, physical facility and workout facility
is as follows:

= lo+pt t+F2 2
:5.432+ 0.125 I +0.461 x2

Where:
= Customer satisfaction
I = Well-being in life
2= Well-being in fitness centres

p = Coefficient ofregression

According to the equation, as well being in life and well-being in fitness centre is
increases by l, similarly, Customer Satisfaction increases by .125 and .461 respectively.

In the case ofpresence ofmLrlticollinearity in the multiple linear regression analysis of
wellbeing and customer satisfaction, there is no multicollinearity as the VIF values ofall the
sub-variables are equal to I and less than 2.5. The VIF value ofwellbeing in life is l.101and
wellbeing in fitness centres is l.l0l.

H)?othesis 3

Table 6: The Analysis of the Relationship between customer satisfaction and customer
retention using Pearson Moment Coefficient Conelation (Bivariate)

12



Correlations

MEAN Customer

Satisfaction

MEAN,Customer

Retention

Pearson

VEAN_Cuslomer Correlation

Satisfaction Sig. (2-tailed)

N 388

.t84

.000

388

Pearson
MEAN_Customer

Corelation
Retention

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

.384

.000

r88 i88

**. Conelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

As indicated in table 5. 22 the results from the Pearson Correlation analysis shows that

lhe sig. is equal to .000, which is less than .01(.000<.01). It means that the null hlpothesis
\\as rejected, and there is a statistically significant relationship between customer satisfaction
and customer retention at the .01 significance level. The correlation coefficient (r) is equal to

0.384, which means there is a strong positive relationship between customer satisfaction and

customer retention. The researcher can conclude that the vadables move in the same

direction.

Summary of hypothesis testing results

Hypothesis 1: The Service Quality Assessment Scale in terms ofStaff, Physical facility and

Workout Facility has an effect on customer satisfaction whereas program and locker room
ha|e no effect on customer satisfaction.

Hypothesis 2: Customer wellbeing in terms of wellbeing in life and \\'ellbeing in fitness

centres have an effect on customer satisfaction.

Hypothesis 3: Customer satisfaction has an effect on customer retention.

Discussions

HyF,otheses one tested the effect of SQAS in tems of Stafl Program, Locker room
Physical facility and workout Facility on customer satisfaction. The result indicated that

service quality assessment scale has an impact upon customer satisfaction. According to the

result, the sub-variables of service quality assessment scale which are staff, physical facility,
and workout facility have positive effect on customer satisfaction whereas program and

locker room has no effecl on customer satisfaction.

I]



Based on the result from hypotheses two, the researcher found that there is a

significant relationship between wellbeing and customer satisfaction. The sub-variable in
term of program and locker room have no effect on customer satisfaction as it failed to reject
the null h,?othesis with beta value of.063 and.077 which shows program and locker room is
not appropriate to measure satisfaction among customers. This result shows that SQAS is not
one of the best scales to measure service quality in fitness centres. This is simila. to what
Jtireskog and Siirbom (1993) stated that a fit scale does not necessarily mean a conect or best
scale because there may be equivalent scales as judged by the fit indexes. Adding to that
statement, Lam et al., (2005) mentioned that SQAS has sound psychometric properties and
can be used to assess service quality in health and fitness clubs.

Based on the result from h)?otleses two, the researcher found that there is a

significant relationship between wellbeing and customer satisfaction. The sub-variable well-
being in life and well-being in fitness cente have a positive effect on customer satisfaction
with a beta value of.l25 and.46l. It signifies that a customer's well-being in life and well-
being in the fitness centre clearly affects customer's satisfaction of services provided at
Fitness First and Virgin Active. Gongalves and Diniz (2015) also mentioned that ifa customer
has a happy life and also is happy in the fitness centre, the customer is more likely to be

satisfied with the services in fitness centres. Furthermore, to suppon the result of h)?othesis
two testing, Barros and Gongalves in 2009 acknowledge that a customer with a good well-
being in life and a good presence of well being at the fitness centre is expected to be more
satisfied at fitness centres.

Finally, from the hypothesis testing ofthe third hypotheses the researcher stated that
there is a statistical significant relationship between customer satisfaction and customer
retention. The significance le\,el for customer satisfaction is .000 which is less than 0.05. This
means that there is a statistical significant relationship between customer satisfaction and
customer retention. This result is also similar to the study by Goncalves and Diniz in 2015
who stated that customer satisfaction influences customer retention, as customerc who are
satisfied are highly likely to continue to use the services of the fitness centres. And also
(MacDonald and Howard, 1998; Zethmal et al, 1996) also mentioned that customer
satisfaction is one ofthe major elements that affect customer rctention in fitness centres.

Conclusion and Recommendations

The main purpose of this study is in understand the effects of Service Quality
Assessment Scale, Well-being and Customer satisfaction on rctention ofcustomers in Fitness
First and Virgin Active located in Lat Phrao, Bangkok. The researcher used three h)rpotheses
with h)?otheses one and hypotheses two with different sub variables, and used multiple linear
regression and Pearson Conelation coefficient Analysis for statistics.

This research confirms and explains the relationship between the various variables
and customer retention. Customer rctention is becoming a major concem for fitness centres as

more and more fitness centres are being established which are specifically designed for the
precise wants and needs of customers. And since customer retention leads to loyalty of
customers towards business, service providers like fitness centres are constantly researching
for new strategies and methods to improve their services to keep the prcsent customerc loyal
and gain their commitment. This is done so customers have a long and strong relationship
with the fitness centres. The rcsearcher would like to suggest some recommendations based

on the hypotheses testing, which can hopefully contribute to a better performance of the
fitness centres to achieve a better customer acquisition and retention.
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Based on the result ofhypotheses one, the researcher found that staff, physical facility
and workout facility have a relationship with customer satisfaction whereas, programs and
locker room have no relationship towards customer satisfaction. Fitness First and Virgin
Active, must Iook upon these three sub variables because they have a direct effect on the
satisfaction of customers. Staff has the highest beta value amongst the SQAS sub variables
which shows there is a positive effect when it comes to the behaviour ofthe staff towards the
customers. When customers go to fitness centres they look for assistance from the staff, in
ways like responding to their complaints, giving customers individual aftention,
understanding their specific needs and lastly on how much knowledge they have about the
area of their expertise. The two fitness centres can direct a few of the staff members to
helping out new members so that the new memberc can get all the help they want regarding
their fitness goals. Even though physical facility and workout facility have positive impacts
on satisfaction ofcustomers, the beta value is low hence they need improvement in the future-

When it comes to programs, there is no effect on customer satisfaction but since the
beta value is low, Fitness First and Virgin Active must focus on making more specific
programs for specific needs and wants ofcustomers. The programs would be easily available,
their prices reasonable and the quality good, so as customers get the fitness goal they desire
by registering in such programs. Ald also as in the purpose of fitness goals, enhance fitness
stage and control body weight represents the highest percentage among purpose of usage of
the fitness centres, hence Fitness First and Virgin Active should design more programs which
are solely based towards enhance fitness stage and to control body weight. There is no
significant relationship between locker room and customeG satisfaction but the beta value is
low and this implies a need lbr improvement hence, Fitness Centres and Virgin Active can
provide better locker room in terms of accessibility, security, cleanliness and good
maintenance, customers who go to fitness centres rcquire to keep their belongings and may be
change their clothes, for reasons like these a locker room is a necessity in fitness centres,
hence the two fitness centres have to take care in improving this factor properly. Addition to
this, the two fitness centres can also add a spa room and Sauna room for members to relax as
relaxation is one of the highest percentage when it comes to purpose of going to the fitness
centres.

From the findings of hlpotheses two, well-being in life and well-being in fitness
centres have an effect on customer satisfaction. Well-being in fitness centre represents the
highest beta value, hence it is important for fitness first and virgin active to keep the fitness
centres ambience positive and continue to provide good services for its customers. And as
$ell-being in Fitness First and Virgin Active affect satisfaction among its members, the two
titness centres can deliberately improve the various progmms they offer and they aim for a
positive environment in the fitness centres for members. Even though u,ell-being in life has an
effect on customer satisfaction, its beta value is lo\\' \\'hich sho\s that there is room for
improvement for the customers in their lives. As, $ell being in life is a personal outlook,
customers can find ways and methods to improve their way of life by socialising more with
Ihe surrounding and with other people, by being more active in their lives, by being mindful
about their thoughts, body and emotions and lastly by discovering and leaming new things
shich helps in building confidence and get a sense ofachievement.

Based on the last hlpotheses, the researcher discovered that there is positive
relationship among customer satisfaction and customer retention. The researcher would like to
suggest that Fitness First and Virgin Active should make the first experiences of the new
customers memorable which will make customers come again and experience the services
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provided. The two fitness centres should also keep their services consistent when it comes to
the Ievel of quality ofprograms and assistance of staff. Provision ofgood services promotes
happy and satisfied customers which in tum results in retention. Fitness first and Virgin
Active should also do a feedback survey amongst its customers so that they can imprcve their
services and products, to keep making their customers happy and have positive experiences to
enable satisfaction which establishes long lasting retention. Customer satisfaction has a strong
significance in customer retention, and statistically staffhas the highest effect on satisfaction
of members, hence Fitness First and Virgin Active have to continue providing good services
and good assistance by its staff. They can also keep on providing one day pass for new
customers and make sure to delegate their staff to be dedicated to new customers so as they
get a good experience and are satisfied which will make new customers long tem members.

Further studies

The research mainly focuses on the factors that affect customer retention which is
divided into three variables as in the conceptual framework and the impacts they create
towards customer retention as well as customers experiences of services. For further
development and investigation of results for this research, some further suggestions can be
extended.

The research was conducted at Fitness First and Virgin Active located in Lat Phrao
district of Bangkok. For further research, other parts of Bangkok or even Thailand can be
explored where there are other fitness centres and hence have a larger number ofpopulation
for the survey to gain accuate rcsults and also as other fitness centres may not have the
similar facilities and also similar customers hence the results would be different. The result is
limited to the factors that affect customer retention but in future studies there can be more
factors included to study retention in fitness centres and explore new measurement scale for
measu ng satisfaction and retention amongst customers to gain a better understanding of
retention in the fitness industry.

Lastly, the researcher would like to mention that this study is only focused on one
industry or sector, which in this case is the service sector. For further investigation, the same
kind ofstudy on retention can be examined in other industries.
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EFFECTI\ E\ESS OF PRACTICE TEACHINC IN INTEGRATING CORE
TEACHINC SKILLS

Br. Dr. Albert L. Dkhar'

'Priocipal. 
St. Anthony's College, Shillong

ABSTRACT
:-;-::,t tca.hing occupies a key position in the programme ol teacher education. h is
':,.-,)nne(1ed iifi theoretical study, feltl work and practicuht and a wide range of
--.:::!ti.Dtal erperiences involving school students, teachers, stutlent teachers, mentors of
.:-c..' ond teacher ealucators- lk a way it acts both as a erahatiotl tool for effective
..-i.t education and as its critical quality indicator. lt is the c lmi atifig experience in
.:-;i'r pteparation. It provides an opportunily to beginning teachers to become socialized
-: :it, professiotl. lt is the practicol use of teaching methods, teachitlg stategies, teaching
-....:!ilr\. leachihg techniques anl practical o'aining atd pl'actice / exercise of diJlerent

: :.. ::tts oJ daily school life.

\Ef_\9BD!: Teaching, Practice Teaching, Teaching Skills, Student Teaching

lnrroduction
The practice of teaching constitutes the hub of the multiple and varied activities

-:rprising the total programme of teacher education. Practice teaching occupies a key
:.:!iuon in the programme of teacher education. It is interconnected with theoretical study,
':.J *ork and practicum and a rvide range of institutional experiences involving school
.:-Jents. teachers, sfudent teachers, mentors of teachers and teacher educators. [n a way it
:.'-r hoth as an evaluation tool for effective teacher education and as its critical quality
-i:.aror. It is the culminating experience in teacher preparation. It provides an opportuniry ro
-\.:rnning teachers to become socialized into the profession (Furlong et.al, 1988).
:=innance during practice teaching provides some basis tbr predicting the future success of
r-: teacher. Increasing popularity and centrality of practice teaching is an intponanr
: ::tributins factor to\a,ards the quality of teacher education programme. During the practice
:ii.hrnc student teachers' work with students in schools provides the lormer *ith a high
:3Jee of emotional involvement of a mostly positive nature. Student teachers feel
'..r-nsel\es grow through experience and they begin to link to a culture of teaching. During
:.:.ticc teaching, they feel engaged, challenged and even empo\r'ered (Tro\\'bridge and
3.,ttc. I994; Sharafuddin, & Allison, 1969). Vonk, (1993) has pointed out that the teaching
::ilession starts with pre-service teaching induction and continued on in in-service training.
ll.tice teaching is considered the pivotal component ol a teacher training programme. The
::1.!icum or student practice teaching is where theory meets practice. The performance in
.:.,lent teaching is the single most important criterion fbr predicting success in in-service
:3.tahers.

A number of terms such as practice teaching, student teaching, teaching practice, field
.:udies. infield experience, school based experience or intemship are used to refer to this
.::rr irl lTaneja, 2000). The term practice teaching embraces all the leaming experiences of
.:Jdenr teachers in schools (Ashraf, 1999). It has three major connotations: the practicing of
::.rchine skills and acquisition of the role of a teacher; the whole range of expedences that
.:r,Jents go through in schools, and; the practical aspects of the course as distinct from
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theoretical studies (Stones & Monis, 1977). Practice teaching is the name ofthe preparation

of student teachers for teaching by pmctical taining. It is the practical use of teaching
methods, teaching strategies, teaching pdnciples, teaching techniques and practical training
and practice / exercise ofdifferent activities ofdaily school life.

Objectives of Practice Teaching
Accoding to Akbar (2002), the following are the objectives ofpractice teaching:
1. To provide the prospective teachers with an opportunity of establishing an

apprcpriate teacher pupil relationship.
2. To provide an oppotunity for evaluating the student potential as a teacher and

suitability for the teaching profession.
3. To develop personal relationship with others: adminishators, teache6, parents

and students.
4. To provide the future teacher with practical experience in school to overcome

the problems of discipline and enable him / her to develop method ofcontrol.
5. To provide with an opportunity to put theories into practice and to develop a

deeper understanding of educational pdnciples and their implication for
leaming.

6. To enable the student teachers effectively to plan and prepare lessons.

7. To develop skill in the use of fundamental prccedures, techniques and methods

ofteaching.
8. To develop desirable professional interests, attitudes and ideas relative to

teaching profession.
9. To enable student teachers to acquire desimble characte stics / haits ofa teacher

and to display appropriate behaviour.
10. To provide student teachers with an opportunity to have teaching evaluated and

to gain from the benefits ofconstructive criticism.
11. To provide an opportunity for self-evaluation and to discover one's oltn

stengths and weaknesses.
12. To develop skills in future-teachers related to teaching like fluent speaking,

meaningful reading, using blackboard and other teaching material.
13. To provide an opportunity to liaise with the school community and become

familiar with the school environment, its functioning and resources.
14. To provide for the exchange ofideas and methods between the practicing school

and teacher taining institution. Staff of Teacher training institutions and

students can exchange ideas with each other and with the practicing school. This
can lead to the introduction of new ideas material and equipment for use in
placticing.

Stages in Practice Teaching
The following are the stages in practice teaching

(D Stage 1 : Preliminary Stage
It is necessary for student teachers to make a visit to the particular school, where they

are going for practice teaching. The main aim ofthis visit is to meet with the concemed head

teacher, class teachers and school staff in order to acquire information about the school and

its environment. Student teachers must observe the teaching methods of the school, methods

ofthe concemed class teacher; study the copies or notebooks ofthe students and their usual

routine. On retuming from the visit, student teachers must have the details about the scheme

of studies, ages of the students, stength of the class, abilities and specific problems of the

students, timing ofthe school, textbooks and teaching aids.
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'ir Strge 2 : Preparation of Lesson
For rhe preparation of the lesson, the student teacherc must know the subject, the

:r erart txroks and audio visual aids which he / she is going to teach, Having a lesson

--.red beforehand provides teachers with confidence. Student teachers and supervisor can

--lnce the teaching leaming process after its evaluation.
A good lesson has the following qualities: (i) Lesson planning should be in complete

:r'i:1. (ii) Lesson should be interesting, (iii) Effective and timely use ofteaching methods and
:s;nrne aids, (iv) Student should be ready for leaming, (v) Students should be involved
:ra-ircall! in the teachingJeaming process, (vi) Lesson should be taught in a professional and

..:: iriendly environment, (vii) All students should be given the same attention by keeping in
. :r their individual differences.

'iiir Stage 3 : Teaching in Classroom
The stage ofteaching in the classroom is known as pmctice teaching. Student teachers

-:.:le reaching in the classroom pass through different stages oftheir training (lntroduction,
:-i:efltalion, recapitulation) under the supervision ofthe concemed teacher / supervisor who
3..<ires observes their classroom teachings.
irge .l: Eralualion ofPractice Teaching

ln order to evaluate the teaching practice, the supen'isor observes the student teacher

^:rle the lafter is teaching in the classroom. The Supervisor evaluates / observes the
:,-rcruality, lesson planning, teaching methods, use of audio visual aids, adequacy of audio
. :Lral aids, pitch ofvoice, dress, start and end of lesson, interest ofthe students, discipline of
: -ri. use ofblack / white board, students' notebooks and objectives ofthe lesson.

,h I Stage 5 : Participation in Other routine works ofSchool
Teaching in the classroom is not the only objective of teaching practice, but it also

:r'.'r ides training in all activities / work which student teachers are to perform in futule as part
:: rieir job in the future. For this purpose they have to spend the whole day in school as a
:i.r.h... They have to participate in all lhe activities ofthe school. For instance, in preparation
:: umetable, preparation and maintenance of different registers, evaluation ofclass work and
:..me Nork, arrangement of tutorial groups, sports / games, moming assembly, co-curicular
lr\iries, duty during recess, duty as day master, duty before and after school limings,
:..oration of classroom, preparation and maintenance of attendance board, news board,
:tirmation board, look after and arrangements of A.V. aids room, home economics room,
.;rence laboratories and library.

How to deal with the students' parents, officers ofthe schooi, school employees and
:'J.sls are also the part of teaching practice. Duties as invigilators, preparation of question
:3pers for examinations, evaluation ofanswer scripts and compilation of results are also part
:,i leaching practice.

Role of Supervisor in Pracaice Teaching
The Supervisor has an important role to play in practice teaching as: (i) A resource

:<rson (ii) An adviser (iii) A general morale booster (i\ ) An interpreter of feedback, and (v)
{n assessor. The Supervisor's duty is not only to evaluate the lessons ofteaching practice, but
..rher components oftheir school activities such as taking aftendance, assembly, organising or
rJnicipating in school events and so on. The process (all the stages of teaching practice) is
:isull oriented where every stage is evaluated properly. He / She shoLrld have made all the
lrepamtions beforehand to perform his/her role as supeflisot of student teachers. He / She

ihriuld meet with the teacher educators, experienced teachers ofthe institution, educationists,
ioncemed school head teachers and other teachers and hold interactions with them on the
oatter before and after the process is completed.
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Introductory lectures should be arranged before the departure of the student teachers
to the practicing schools in order to make the student teachers aware about the preparation of
lesson plans and other assigned activities. During the teaching practice it is the duty of the
supervisors to supeNise their lessons, other assigned activities, guidance and counselling, as

well as to provide the student teachers with feedback so that they can critically evaluate their
performances and make improvements. During the teaching practice the student teachers
should not be given feedback in front of the practicing school staffand students. If there is a
need then all the student teachers should be gathered in one place and be given in a general
and constructive tone and manner relevant advice and suggestions without refering to any of
them by name. The Supervisors' role is to prepare teacherc for the future, therefore he / she

should act as a facilitator.
The effectiveness ofteaching practice is essential for the $owth of the nation. lt is a

milestone for professional adolescence. It is a combination ofpersonality, professional skills,
knowledge and training, which is fuel for an endless joumey. Now it is the duty /
rcsponsibility of teacher educatoN and teachers of practicing schools to make this a
possibility.
Methodology
The Experimental Design was used in this research/study. There are four Colleges ofTeacher
Education in the State of Meghalaya. However, due to the experimental nature ofthe study,
the sample was confined to one single College in Shillong. A number of 50 student teachers
were randomly selected for the Experimental Group-
Constructior ofan Observation Schedule for Practice Teaching

The investigator had undertaken 6 (six) steps for the construction ofthe ObseNation
Schedule for Practice Teaching as in the following:
Stepl: Identilication of Skills in the Observation Schedule for Micro Teaching and

Practice Teaching: The investigator gathered the skills which were commonly used
to observe the Micro Teaching in the CTEs and for Practice Teaching of Student
Teachers. The skills identified u,ere: (i) Introducing the Lesson; (ii) Probing
Questions; (iii) Reinforcement; (iv) Stimulus Variation;(v) Explaining;(vi)
Illustrating with Examples; (vii) Biackboard Work; (viii) Set lnduction; and (ix)
Classroom Management.

Step 2: Formulation of the ltems for the First Draft of the Observation Schedule: The
fonnulation of the items of the first draft was on the basis of the components
identified for each of the skills mentioned above. A five point scale was used to
measue the obserr'ations made by the Investigator.

Step 3: Seeking Experts' Opinion and Determining the Content Validity: After the first
draft was prepa.ed, it was necessary to get expert opinion on the Observation
Schedule since there was no standardized Observation Schedule available. A number
of 10 Experts from the field ofTeacher Education were requested to comment on the
draft ObseNation Schedule. The result ofthe comments is shown in table 4.1.

Tablel: Responses of Experts on the Skills and Components within the Skills

I

sl.
No.

Criteria for Evaluation
Yes
(%l

Needs
Modification (7o)

Delete
(%\

I Adequate coverage olSkills 90 10

2 Adequate coverage oI components 90 t0
Components within the skills are relevant 70 20 t0

4 Itcms \\,ithin thc comnonents are aDDroDriatc 70 10 20

5
Presentation of Responses within the
components appropriate

r00
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Step 4: Modification of the Observation Schedule on the Basis of Experts' Opinion: The
modification of the Observation Schedule was done on the basis of the Experts'
opinion. The Observation Schedule included five categories of responses for each
item. viz., (i) Excellent: 5; (ii) Very Good = 4; (iii) Good = 3; (iv) Average : 2; and
(v) Needs ImprovemenF l.
The skills of lntroducing a Lesson, Set lnduction and Classroom Management were
deleted because it was found that in the CTES, these skills are not included as

separate skills in micro teaching and practice teaching. In fact, these skills have been
already incorporated in the six skills.

Step 5: Opinion of l0 trained teachers of Secondary Schools: A number of l0 trained in-
service teachers were mndomly selected from secondary schools to go through the
second draft ofthe ObseNation Schedule to obtain their comments as \\,ell.

Table 2: Responses of Trained In-service Teachers on the Skills and Components
w ithin the Skills (N=1

sl.
No.

Criteria for Evaluation
Yes
(%)

Needs
Modificrfion
(%)

Delete
(%\

I Adequate coverage of Skills 100
2 Adequate coverage of components 100

Components within the skills are relevant 80 l0 10

4 Items within the comDonents are aoDroDriate 80 r0 10

5
Presentation of Responses within the
comDonents aDproDriate

100

6 Claritv of tems used 100

7
Items arc arrangcd systcmatically within the
comDonents

100

8
Sufficient number of items within the
components

80 20

9

Whether the Obsefr'ation Schedule can
evaluate the effectiveness of Micro Teachine
in developing the core teachine skills

100

Step 6: Preparation of the Final Draft: The final draft ofthe Observation Schedule was
prepared. The percentage of agreement of the items included in the Observation
Schedule is more than 80% showing high content validity.

Hence, the final draft ofthe Observation Schedule included only 6 (six) skills. viz., (i)
Probing Questions; (ii) Reinforcement; (iii) Stimulus Variation; (iv) Explaining;(v)
lllustating with Examples; and (vi) Blackboard Work.

\dministration of the Tool
Ttre tool rvas administercd in two phases in order to obtain the data for the pre-test ofPractice
Teachine $hich was taken liom different practice schools during the monthlong practice
:e:ching.ar+dThe post-test data was collected during the Final Teaching u,hich is an extemal

6 Claritv ofterms used 100

'7 Items are ananged systematically within the
components

100

8
Sufficient number of items within the
components

'70 30

9

Whether the Observation Schedule can
evaluate the effectiveness of Micro Teaching
in developing the core teaching skills

100
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n ea n
CompoDent est (N = 50 Post Test (N = 50)

Categories
i

z=
a.

z:
5 4 3 2 I 5 I 3 2 I

Probinq Oueslions 0 I l8 2l 10 0 8 25 1',] 0

vo 2 36 42 20 l6 50 t4
Reintorcemenl 0 1 24 l9 0 0 21 25 l 0

14 18 38 18 50 2
Slimulus Varialion 0 1 )9 17 0 0 2t I 0

8 58 31 12 56 2
ExDlaininq 0 l1 i2 7 0 1 22 2i I 0

22 64 l,l 8 14 46 2
IlluslratinqwilhExamDles 0 6 2l 23 0 t8 28 0 0

t2 12 16 8 36 56
Blackboard Writins 0 l 3l l6 2 l 20 25 0
o/" 2 62 32 4 2 40 50 8
OverallPerformance 0 26 t1 2 2 l9 25 1 0

l0 52 31 4 I 38 50 I

examination conducted by the affiliating University. The time taken between the pre-test and
post-test ofpractice teaching was approximately 70 days.
Data Analysis
Table 3 Skill Wise Scores: Pre-Test and Post-Test i Practice T chi

It can be observed from table 3 that there has been an improvement in the
pefomance ofthe student teachers in the post-test ofpractice teaching as compared to their
performance in the pre-test in the six selected core skills of teaching. In the pre-test, no
student teacher could obtain a score in the category of 'excellent' in any of the components,
while in the post-test, some student teachers went on to score in three ofthe components and,
further, it can be noticed that there is an upward movement in the performance from lower
categories to higher catego es. Thus, we can state that teaching practice in secondary schools
has been effective in the development ofthe core teaching skills in the student teachers.
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Egure 1: Percentage of Category-wise Scores in the Skill of Probing Questions:
Pre-Test and Post-Test in Practice Teaching

There is effectiveness in the development of core skill of probing questions which is
- i:r.ed as result ofthe practice teaching as can be observed in figure I and table 3. In the pre-

:-: (rf practice teaching in the skill of probing questions, 20% ofthe student teachers scored
- :he category of'needs improvement', while in the post-test, there were none in the same

:::igory. In the pre-test only 2% ofthe student teachers scored in the category of'very good',
.':rle in the post-test, 16% scored in the same category. In the pre-test 36% alld 42%o of the
.:-icnt teachers scored in the catego es of'good' and 'average', while in the post-test, 50%

x1d 34% scored in tltese categories respelllively.
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F€ure 2: Percentage of Category-wise Scores in the Skill of Reinforcement : Pre-
Test and Post-Test in Practice Teaching
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Tablc 3 and figure 2 show that there is better performance in the post-test ofpmctice
teaching as compared to the scores ofthe pre-test in the skill of reinforcement. In the pre-test,
3870 of student teachers who have scored in the category of'average', in the same category in
the post-test, there was only 270 student teachers. In the pre-test, 14% and 48% ofthe student
teachers scored in the categories of'very good' and 'good' respectively, while in the post-
test, there were 48yo and 50yo of the student teachers scoring in the same caregories

Figure 3: Percentage of Category-wise Scores in the Skill of Stimulus Variation:
Pre-Test and Post-Test in Practice Teachirg

It can be observed from figure 3 and table 3 that the student teachers have performed
better after practice teaching in the skill of stimulus variation. In the pre-test, qyo, 58yo and
34o% were scored respectively by the student teachers in the three categories of'very good',
'good' and 'average'. Howevet we can notice an upu ard movement in the scores in the post-
test of practice teaching with 42%, 56% and 2% scoring in the categories of 'very good',
'good' and'average' respectively.
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Figure 4: Percentage of Category-wise Scores in the Skill of Explaining: Pre-Test
and Post-Test in Practice Teaching

Figure 4 prcvides a clear obse ation of how practice teaching has been effective in
the development ofcore skill ofexplaining in the student teachers. While in the pre-test there
\ye!e none who could score in the category of'excellent', in the post-test, therc was 870 who
lcored i, this category. In the pre-test again, orly 22yo of the student teachers could score in
'-:: category of 'very good', while in the post-test, there was 44oZ score in the same category.
:::1ilarly, in the pre-test, there was 1470 score in the category of'average', however, there

!!Idl4ej!9lat !!9jost-test.
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Ilgure 5: Percentage of Category-wise Scores in the Skill of Illustrating with
Examples: Pre-Test and Post-Test in Practice Teaching

It can be observed ftom figure 5 and table 3 that there is a marked improvement
-...\\n in the performance ofthe student teachers in comparison to those ofthe pre-test in the
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skill of illustratiog with examples. In the post-test, 56% of them scorcd in the category of
'good', 36yo in the category of'very good' and the rest 8% in the category of 'excellent',
while in the pre{est, while therc was no one scoring in the category of'needs imprcvement',
46% scored in the category of'average' and only 42Yo and. l2Yo respectively scored in the
categories of 'good' and 'very good' and thus exhibiting the effectiveness of practice
teaching for the development ofthe skill ofillustrating with examples,

;66;E
.i!i<3;h

.E

;66hE9>19
;a

.E

Figure 6: Percentage of Categort--\rise Scores in the Skill of Blackboardwriting:
Pre-Test and Post-Test in Practice Teaching

Table 3 and figure 6 show that there is a noticeable improvement in the performance
ofthe student teachers in the post-test of practice teaching with 2% and 407o each scoring in
the categories of'excellent' and 'very good', 5070 scoring in the category of'good' and only
8% and 57o scoring in the categories of'average' and 'needs improvement' in the post-test of
practice teaching. However, in the pre-test ofpractice teaching, no student teacher has scored
in the category of'excellent', only 2% scored in the category of'very good', majottty 62yo

scored in the category of 'good', eitd, 32Yo and,4olo scored in the categories of 'good' and

'needs improvement' respectively. Thus, it can be obseNed that the practice teaching has

been effective in the development ofthe core teaching skill ofblackboard writing.
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Figure 7: Percentage of Category-wise Scores in the Overall Performance: Pre-Test
and Post-Test in Practice Teaching

As shown in figure 7, the overall performance in the integration of skills through

:::.Iice teaching shows that the practice teaching has been effective in enhancing the

..:Nrmance of the student teachers and in the development of core teaching skills. While
r-i:e \\ere no student teacher \vho could score in the category of'excellent' du ng pre-test,

:-::e is 4% scoring in the category in the post-test ofpractice teaching. Further, in the pre-test
- ] l0% ofthe student teachers could score in the category of'very good' while in the post-

.!: l3% scored in this category. While there was 34o% student teachers placed in the category

: :r erage' and 4oZ in the category of 'needs improvement' in the pre-test, only 8o% scored
- :ie category of'average' and none in the category of'needs improvement' in the post test.

Hr pothesis: There is no signilicant difference in the Mean Gain Scores obtained in Pre-
Test and Post-Test in Practice Teaching'

I.ble {: Mean Gain Scores between Pre-Test and Post-Test of Practice Teaching

Components
Croup
N=50

Mean

Mean
Gain
(M-
M,)

SD
value

Level of
Significance(0.01
level)

Probing

Questions

Pre-test 2.20
0.62

0.78
6.29Post-

test
2.82 0.69

Reinforcement
Pre-test 2.76

0.70
0.69

8.06Post-
test

3.46 0.54

Stimulus
vadation

Pre{est 2.74
0.66

0.60
6.78Post-

test
3.40 0.53

Eriplaining
Pre-test 3.08

0.50
0.60

6.09Post-
test

3.58 0.6'7

Illu with Pre-test 2.66 0.86 0.69 1t.3 7
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Examples Post-
test

3.52 0.65

Blackboard
wriling

Pre-test 2.62.

0.7 4
0.60

8.73Post-
test

3.36 0.66

Overall
Perfomance

Pre-test 2.68
0.70

0.71

10.69Post-
test

3.38 0.70

Note: * = Significant; NS = Not Significant
Mr = Mean score ofthe Pre-test; M, = Mean score ofthe Post-test

Table 4shows that there is a significant difference between the mean scores ofthe pre-
test and post-test ofpractice teaching in the core teaching skills. The't' values of all the core
teaching skills in the pre-test and post-test is significant at 0.01 level ofconfidence. Fufiher, it
can be stated that there is a significant differcnce in the means ofthe pre-test and post-test in
all the core skills of teaching. Futhemore, there is a very high mean difference noticed in
one of the skills, namely, illustrating with examples (t = 11.37). Hence, it can be stated that the
hlTothesis is rejected.
Discussion, Implication and Suggestion

Many a modem techniques have emerged for preparation and use ofeffective teaching
aids, howevel none can rcplace the effectiveness ofa teacher at a blackboard in the teaching
leaming process in actual classroom situation. The sfudent teachers showed improvement in
the use ofblackboard and in organizing the use ofthe same during the post-practice teaching.

The skill of reinforcement is necessary, as observed in the classroom, for providing
encouagement for better performance by the students and the student teachers need to
practice the use ofpositive reinforcers and avoid the use ofnegative reinforcers. The aim of
the student teacher in leaming hou to use positive reinforcement is to achieve the best from
the students and motivate them for futule ansu,ers.

In classroom management, the aftention ofthe students have to be drawn and retained
throughout the teaching period of a class and for this purpose, the teacher needs to apply
varieties of stimuli. It is important for future teachers to integrate this important skill in their
practice teaching in schools. This research has shown to a large extent how practice teaching
has helped in improving the use ofthis skill in the student teachers.

There has been very good improvement shown by the student teachers in the post-test
of practice teaching compared to the prc-test as they have performed better in the use of the
core skill ofexplaining during their practice teaching. Every topic ofthe syllabus needs to be
explained well to the students so that actual leaming takes place in the students and in the
manner in which the teachers want them to leam.

lmprovement in the use of the core skill of illustrating with examples had been
observed in the student teachers in the post-practice teaching scores and thus making practice
teaching in the schools effective in the development ofthe skill in the student teachers.

It was observed by the investigator that the secondary students were found to be very
attentive to whatever was being written on the blackboard by the student teachers and were
seen taking note of eveq4hing into their notebooks. This shows that the students found what
the student teachers wrote on the board intercsting and important. Thrcugh interaction with
the students, it was felt that most of the content written on the blackboard could be easily
leamt and retained by the students and even if some points were to be forgoften, they could
always get back to the notes they had taken down during the class. Thus, it may be stated that
teaching is not a fom ofentertainment for the students, but rather an activity that engages the
students all the time in the classroom for befter leaming outcomes. Further, it may be
concluded that the skill ofblackboard writing can well be integrated with other core skills of
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::.:ing b] the student teachers during the practice teaching in the schools for effective

lopment ofintegration of skills.
Practice teaching has proved to be of great help to the student teachers in integrating

-: ..rre skills ol teaching and making their teaching effective in real classroom situations in
--:: lmcrice schools. The study has shown that the student teachers had performed better in

:r ;\rsr-test of practice teaching in comparison to the pre-test. It implies that the teacher

i.:-..r(rrs need to consolidate the efforts made during the practice teaching and provide the

-:-ienr teachers with the best of opportunities for practice teaching and whole school

. ':\..nence.
In conclusion, it may be stated that the student teachers have shown improvement in

.i:r pertbnnance in the use ofthe core skills ofteaching in the post-test ofpractice teaching

.i:in the scores were compared with those ofthe pre-test. Hence, it is suggested that efforts
-*'',1 ro be taken to strengthen practice teaching in secondary schools to ensure better

:::leredness ofthe sfudent teachers to enter into real classrooms as teacher in the future'
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PEOPLE TO PEOPLE TRADEI A CASE STUDY OF BALAT.SUNAMGANJ HAAT IN
EAST KHASI HILLS DISTRICT OF MEGHALAYA

Rakhal Kr. Purkayastha'

. Associate Professor, Dept of Political Science, St, Anthony's College, Shillong

ABSTRACT

Small trade of locally produced items in limited quantity by people who are residing within few
kilometers from the inlernational borders o eilher side can provide nol only the t uch eeded

livelihood lo local population bul also help in building links between communities v)ho had been

divided by national borders which were neither designed, desired or created by theth- The

history of trade and commerce o;f the Khasi and Jaintia Hills with the adioining areas ofSylhet,

now in Bangladesh dates back to the Mughal period and il conttuued throughout the British

period till the advent of the independence of our nation and cre@tion olEast Pakista in 1947.

While the independence brorghl freedom and iq) to lhe rest ofthe country it speh disasler to the

border people, it brought abject poverty as they lost theb means of economic sustekance with

closures of borders ahd arkets. The people and settlements which tvere at the core of troding

hubs now overnight became a part of peripheral and fot gotten bolder lands of lhe cou try.With

cessation of hostile state oJ East Pakista and crealion of amicable and friendly aeighbouring

natioh in fonn of Bangladesh itt 1971,as tell as with the rapid and drastic changes in the

economic policies of our fialion in the last quatter cehtu,!, there is an urgent need to reisit our

policies of trading vrilh our neighbouring hation i)ith an objectiw of bringing about economic

prosperity and conseque t social development to these marginalized groups of people living
along the borders. It is in rhis conteid that lhe present paper will make an auempt to brielly
saleJ the hktory of trade between two neighbouing areas of Khasi Hills akd Sylhet i the

Surma Valley and then focus on the people to people trude in the o ly functional Haat of the

district, that is, Balat-SunamganjHaat and its ihpact on the border people. The paper is based

both on secondary and primary sources. The primary data has been generated through visit to

the field. Focus group discussions with Yendors, Vendees arul Yisitors to the market, meeling

with Bovefiment ollcials and delailed interview wilh Syieh of Bho\)al.

tsEWQBDE: Border Trade, Haats, History, People to People Trade

Introduction
Tmde is a part of our daily economic life, continuity of civilization is possible only when it is
able to provide for the needs of its people. Trade is a method by which people sell things, of
which they have much to get those which they do not have, and at simplest level trade is

exchanging one thing for another.' Countries and civilization thrive and prosper when it is
possible to continually upgade and improve methods of production leading to trade which in
tum contributes to the creation of a vibrant economy. Consequently for economic growth trade
plays a pivotal role by exposing industries to outside competitions and ushering in superior
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-,rnr1log) that lcads to belter production efliciency leading to greatcr production ofgood5 rnJ
.::\ic.s \\tich in tunr leads to higher volume oftrade. As the world is divided bf intemarional
- :Jers into territorial units called Nations, one ofthe mechanisms through Nhich trade benreen
r:'nns can takc place, is border tradc. Border trade is different from tradc through air. Iand or

-.iat\ns as taade through ports involves clearances through customs and has a largc !olum.'.
- :tler trade in contrast is overland trade by the way of exchange of commodities tiom a
- -:l.rall) agreed list by people living along both sides of intemational border.ii Border tradc
.-rll) takcs place in areas $hcre the intemational bordeN arc accessible .Thc World Bank

r:::nes border tradc as "the flow ofgoods and services across intemational land borde$ within a
'..;h up to thirty kilometers. The unjque feature ofborder trade lies in geographical proxiiritl
'.:jerine transponation costs almost irrelevan( thereby allowing traders rvho are able to cross
- :Jer regularly to takc advantage ol diIl'erences in supply and demand ofvarious goods and
-::\ rc.s available on either sidc ol border""' Bordcr trade can be an important tool lbr economic
:: . clopment il the border arcas sincc most of thc borders are located in remote and inaccessible
,1 .rflhe $orld. Such trade can provide them \\'ilh an a\cnue to sell surplus producls and buy
::::. of thejr necds which may not available in near comnlercial areas oi their own country. A

-.'Jandvibranttradeinborderscanleadtohealthyrelationbenveencommunitieslivingacross
- :iers and along \\,ith trade thcre can be t'richange ol-inlbrmation and ideas converting borders
- r diriding lines to lines olcontact. \\hich can lead to healthy rclationship between bordering
-,::,.ns. Moreover, such kind oitrade can end dte menaces ofillegaltrade and smuggling
- . triding place or the market in the rural set up is kno,rn in Indian local dialec( as "Haats"''.
-! O\lbrd diclionary defines il as "markct. especially onc held on a rcgular basis in rura) area'.
' . rn area around which thc people ol surrounding villages gather for sclling their surplus local
' iu.ts nnd buying iterns of their daily necessities. Border Haats arc thc local markets

-- ..lished along the intemationa! borders of trvo countries. Border llaals allo\\, small traders
-.:.1)nsunrcrs of both the countries to engage in trading activitics within stipulated boundary
r iel period. People rcsiding u'ithin a distance ol'5 km fiom the border are entitled to engage

- ij\ tiec selling and buying. Thcy allorv trade in limited commodities $'ith participation of
- ..:r. end sellers liom both countries"'.The border Haats aims at promoting the well-being of
: reople drvclling in remote areas across the bordcrs of two countries by establishiig

-,,::ironal system of marketing the local produce through local markcts in local curiencics

--.: ,.r baner basis. Though not signilicant as a percenlage ofbilarerai lrade, these measures help
'-:prove cconomic u,e1l-being of thc rnarginalizcd sections of society'".

\! ECHALAYA A PROFILE:
'-. ll.-129 sq. krn

: 
-l:tion:29,66.889""'

,. irli Shillong
-:.iirs: Il- Easl Khasi Hills, West Khasi tlills, South West Khasi Hills, West Jaintia Hills.
-: J;intia Hills, Ri-Bhoi, East Garo Hills. Wcst Garo Hills, South Wcsl Garo Hills, North Garo
. rnd South Caro LIills.'*

. ::. India's attainmcnt ofindependence on August 15, 1947, tu.o dislricts ol'Unitcd Khasi and
-::r Hills and Garo Hills ol'the erst\\,hile pror,ince of Assarn under the IJritish India came

- j:: Jdrrinistrative set up ol'the statc ol Assam. The inclusion o[thesc two districts under the

-:: ot Assam was much against the political aspiration ofthe indigenous tribes who aspired lir
, : .:r:rct political identity oftheir orvn under the lndian union. This aspiration continucd to sro\

,n it is
-:t:. of
:r.rde is
:n it is

:rrch in
:'r lrade
.rferior

-Ji



and gain momentum under the hill state movement. After a long drawn peaceful struggle these

two dist cts were converted into an autonomous state on April 02, 1970 and finally after twenty
one months it became a full-fledged state ofMeghalaya on January 21, 1972.'
Meghalaya (meaning the abode of clouds) covers arl area of22, 429 sq. km, it is a continuation
of Deccan plateau and its landscape is inter-spread with hills, deep valley and gorges and

highland plateau. The state is accessible by road from Assam; it is bounded on the north and east

by the districts of Kamrup, Goalpara and Dhubri of Assam, on the south by divisions of Sylhet
and Myrnensingh of Bangladesh and on the West by division of Rangpur of Bangladesh. The
state shares 443 kms of intemational border with Bangladesh, of which 255 kms falls in various

Khasi and Jaintia Hills districts and the length of 188 kms falls within the va ous Garo Hills
districts. There are 784 border villages inhabited by a population 210838 in Khasi and Jaintia

district areas whereas in the Garo Hills districts there are 739 villages with a population of
198719"i . The border areas and villages are those areas which come within l0 kilometres froln
the intemational borders. The border areas constitute about 22 percent ofthe area ofthe state and

its population constitutes about 23 percent ofthe population ofthe state.*" It is predominantly
tribal state with schedule t bes constituting 86.15 percent ofthe total population ofthe state*"'.

The state literacy rate is 74.43'i'.About two third ofthe state population is engaged in agriculture
and the principal crops ofthe state are ce, maize, potatoes, ginger, turmeric. arecanuts etc. with
various t)?es ofvegetables, marginal and small farmers constitute 76.57 percent of the agrarian
land holdings*" The agricultural production is mostly sustenance and the state has to import food
grains from outside. The state is blessed with abundance of minerals, coal and limestone is
principal mineral, the others such as clay (Lithomargic), Granite, Kaolin, Iron ore, quartz,

C)!sum, Uranium etc. are also found in the state*u' In spite, ofbeing mineral rich state, there are

any industrialisation, there is only one public sector undefiaking (Mawmluhcherra Cement
Limited) involved in production of cement, though in recent years a few industries in cement
production and steel manufacturing have been set up, in 2013-14 there were reportedly 629
Small Scale Industries providing employment to 2401 persons and the number of persons

employed in 2011- 12 in pdvate sector were akogether 6992,*'" the govemment employment and

ag culture continues to be main source of livelihood for bulk ofthe people ofthe state.

United Iftasi and Jaintia Hills Trade with Sylhet:
Khasi and Jaintia hills had traditional trading relations with the plains of what constitutes,
Bangladesh today from time immemo al, the products ftom the hills found its ready markets in
the plains. The main items of trade from the hills were limestone, iron, honey and wax, ivory,
arecanuts, betel leaves, bay leaves, oranges, cotton etc. whereas rice, salt, shells, gold and other
precious metals were purchased or bartered from the plains. In 1790, Sylhet District had over
600 named market places (Hat, Canj and Bazaar)"'"'The principal mfikets at the foot of the
Hills, on the Sylhet side were Bholaganj, Chhatak, Lakhat, Jaintia, Jafling, Pharal bMar,
Maodang, Ponatit, sonapur, Molaghul and Lengjat. Many were situated within the Sylhet
boundary, but they were frequented by Khasi and S),ntheng traders, who spent their whole time
in passing from one market village to another. The market or Haats were held at regular interval
ofeight days for the Khasi week consisting ofthis number with the object ofpermitting the same

people to visit different places in rotation.*'* Robert Lindsay, in 1770's while giving an account
of Sylhet, the revenue of which he presided as the Resident and Collector wrote extensively
about the Khasi hills, which produced a va ety of woods suitable for boat and ship building,
iron, which was of excellent quality and were brought from the hills in lumps ofadhesive sand,
producing malleable virgin iron, superior to any made in Europe by charcoal. He wrote on the
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inexhaustible quantity of the fincst oranges found growing spontaneously in the Khasi Hills,
''- .lrone of lhe lincst quality uhich js fbund noNherc in Bengal or evcn Hindustan. He noted
-.: :h!'limcstone trade *as occupied by Armenians, Greeks and low Europeans. Lindsay, and
--.cli mrde fbrtune by way of trading in limestonc. " William Robinson around I 841 \\.rote on

'':.:. bet\een Khasi and Jaintia and the plains, he u'rote that. a considerable trade in clothes is

-,-:id on belNeen the plains and hills, and Jaintiapur, the capilal. he said is the great entrepon in
' ,h all comnrercial dealings are transacted bet*'een the plains and lhose of the hills, variorrs

'r'.i. tioln lhc hills are bartered fbr salt, bbacco, rice and goats."'Coloncl Listur, wriling in
.::. eslimated that around 20000 mounds of iron rvcre exported lron1 the hills to the plains of

....rm to be used by boat builders for making iron clanrps-"" 1he close trade relalions even led
':i.rrrimonial alliances between the tribes ofthe hills and the Bengalis, the fronticr settlement in

-: llains rverc held by Bengali Khasis who defied the authority olboth company and Khasi
--,r' alikc.""'In 1789 lbllorving skirmishes, $hen both hill Khasis as well as Bengali Khasis

- :.;ked cornpany's settlement; thc Collector had to sumnlon Iroops to push Khasis into the hills.
- -90, absolute boLrndaries at the basc ol thc hills \cre marked and Khasis wore prohibited
' ::r oNning lands in the plains.**i' Conlacts in temrs of tmdc and commerce and olher relations
,' possible bccause of the a\ ailabilily of road and ri\ er comrnunication net\\'ork betrveen the
,: .rrcas in the hills and Sylhct in the plains."' The cxpon of lime and limestone reachcd its

- ;1cst point in 1885-86 (85,581 tonnes)""The lollo\ing lablc gives us an approximate idea of

': direction of trade \\ith dle plains got lunher impetus \ilh addition ofbal leares, bctel
,,\cs. betel nuts in 1920's."t"' ln addition to d1c traders, a considerable number ofpopulalions
, -, Ibund livelihood as porters, carrying the soods doNnslopcs to plains and then carrying the
: .'Js to the hills."'' Road conncctions bct\\een Shillong and S)lhet \\'as opcned in 1933 and
-:ugurated by Sir Michael Keane, the Go\emor ofassam. This road passed through Da$'ki, the

_ rrn narkct centre in the west border area...it took only five hours ol motor journey between
. ;ll1r1g anl Sylhet lhrough Dawki, rvhich earlier was 35 houtsjoumcy by road and rail."*
-c transfer of po,ver and change of administration in 1947 brought economic uphcar.al in the
:J of the people ol thc now nerv border area due to closure and sealing of bordcrs and bordcr

Expon ofGoods in lr(--lndeoendence Period (in Tonnes
l8itl-81 ll]85-86 1391-91 l90t-02
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haats. The people did not know what to do with their products. Because ofthe topogaphy, the
border areas had their natural connection and flourishing trade with Sylhet. The cash crop always
found eager buyers in the people ofSylhet and ftom whom in tum the people in the border areas
obtained supplies ofrice, fish, vegetables and other necessities of life. "'i This unnatural partition
of the coturtry converted the areas which constituted the core or centre of flourishing trading
activities into remote borders. Some ofthe grand buildings in the border villages bears testimony
to the prosperous past that characterised these areas. The areas which once hummed with
abundance and activities, now was crippled with economic despair, abject poverty and high
unemplolment. The impact ofpartition were aggravated by the fact that in pre-partition days no
efforts werc made to develop communication of these areas with other pads of the state or to
provide marketing facilities for their products within the state.***" All the cash crops-the main
stay of border peoplelost their market and buyers. The price of orange which ruled at Rs 20 to
Rs 25 per 'luti' (1024 nos) tumbled down to Rs 8 to Rs 16 per luti, that ofbetel leafwhich used
to sell at Rs 20 to Rs 30 per'kuri'(2880 leaves) came down to Rs 2.00 to Rs 3.00 per kuri.
Tezpafta and other fruits also sutlered equally. The worst ofall was that even at this rock bottom
price, the produce was not lifted."o"'
After independence and sealing ofborders an agreement was arived between India and pakistan
to allow import and export of few items but compared to the past it was a smail trade. In the
bordering areas some items were exchanged mainly through barter system and there were
instances of smuggling and other illegal activities, many felt that it was policy of the rulers of
East Pakistan to starve the neighbouring areas of India**''. There were fiequent instances of
hostility and firing on the borders and finally, due to stringent measures adopted by the then
Govemment ofEast Pakistan in the name ofcontaining and preventing smuggling on the borders
in December, 1957 all trading activities came to a halt.*t"' The collapse of the economy of the
borders areas affected not only the traders but also the producers, agricultural labourers, mine
workers etc leading due wide spread unemployment along with increase in p ces ofall essential
commodities like ce, dry fish, mustard oil etc Nhich used to be imported easily from the plains
ofSylhet.
In order to deal with the crisis ofthe border areas, immediately after partition, at the request of
the govemment of Assam, a high power committee headed by the[ Secretary of Union Home
Ministry Shri H.V.R. Iyengar was appointed in 1952.'*"' The commiftee among others suggested
strengthening of communication network to facilitate transpoting of ag cultural products of the
area, .subsidising the foodstuff, allocation of funds for intensification of agricultural programme
etc..'**'" This was followed by Lall Singh Committee in 1954, which suggested setting of fruit
preservation plants on the border areas."*u"'The govemment of Assam appointed three more
committees in 1959 to make suggestion with regards to improvement of the economy of the
border areas.'"*'* These commiftee felt that the recommendation of the earlier committee could
not be implemented due to insufficient funding, it suggested that schemes undertaken should be
effectively implemented, and there is scope for improvement of administration in rarious
measures that were undertaken, more fair price shop needs to be opened, and finally there was no
question of rehabilitation ofborder rather selfreliance ofthe people should not be undermined.*l
In spite, ofthe various measures undertaken by govemment ofAssam, the ground realities in the
border areas did not improve. The most common demand of the people of the border remained
the question of opening of trade across the intemational borders, which was not within the
competence of either the state or the Lrnion govemment and dependent on the response from a
foreign state which neither liiendly nor eager to open the borders for trade.
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- -::.:ir!rn and cnrergence of Bangladesh raised the expectation for revival of trade amons
- - - : ' rn rhe sute, especially those residing in the border areas. A twenty tlve yeaN "Treaty

- - ririf. Cooperation and Peace", was concluded between I[dia and Bangladesh on March
'-: This treaty had clauses relating to security and defense cooperation and outlined the

. - , ,rse of economic, technical, commercial and cultural ties between the two nations.*li
' '-i:\ \as follo$,ed by trade agreement between the countries signed on March 28, 1972.
' ::::.mcnt was considered to be an important landma.k to both India and Bangladesh that
- ,--:J desi.e to promole trade and commercial relations based on mutual benefit,

. -'.:.riling and friendship.'r" This agreement had three impo(anr components, the first dealt
' :_,i!'betlveen two governments and it specified that Bangladcsh \\'as to export fish! raw

-:].print and naptha and India was to exporl to Bangladesh cement. coal, machinery and
._-i.rctured tobacco. The second component dealt *ith border trade bet\\'een Bangladesh

.. - :. reighboring Indian states of Assarn, West Bengal, Tripura, Mizoratn and Meghalaya. It
' :Ji that the populalion residing within sixteen Kms. from intemational border could enter
. :,-irorv of either country once a day through specified routes tbr purpose of trade in

-,- jd commodities for use of border people only. Thc third and linal component of the

-'-.::3nt dealt with transit l'acililies of goods and pro\ ided for rransfon ol one country s goods
' r:3r\\ays, railways and roadu,ays of another cou tr).'r 'But unfonunately this agrcement
- : : last eve[ for a year, the main obstacle \\'as Rupees (hich could not be accepted for
- - ...,1 trade, moreover free border trade led to large scale smuggling and other illegal trade and
- :rri countries mutually revoked the agreenlenl on October 1972.'li' The people in the border
. .-- .rere disillusioned with the closure oftrade and it ended their dreams at better economic
'- ..:.is. At the same time through various agreements and negotiations the foreign trade
- :cn ihe two countries has steadily improved the quantum ofexports and impofts, but for the-. - ! li\ ing in the border areas it hardly made a difference. They were left with produces which
- .: :rot be litied to nearest markets due to absence of good communication network or stored

-..-nce of proper \\rarehouses and cold storage facilities nor they could adopt to altemative
.:r;is pattem in absence of skills, or could think about re-locating from land and space which

, :::d occupied and lived for centuries. Thc Govemment of Meghalaya in order to ameliorate
- .itl-crings of the border people and to bring about development in the area, with liberal
, .r 1c liom the union govemment sta ed the border area development depaftment in 1973 and
-j.lme a lull fledged Directorate of Border Area Development in 1975.'r' There are no
^::. that some developmental project has been undefiaken by this depanmenr since irs

.,:irdl but it has its own share of bureaucratic indifference, petly conuption, political
:_:arences, political patronages etc.

' 
)\TENIPORARY BORDER TRADE: A CASE STUDY OF BALAT BORDER HAAT

\ THE EAST KHASI HILLS DISTRICT:
,''rg rhe visit ofBangladesh's Primc Minister Seikh Hasina to India on January l0-13,2010, it
. .:greed that border Haats shall be established on a pilot basis at selected areas, including on
- \leghalaya borders, to allorv trade in specified products and in accordance \\,ith the

-:....ilions agreed and notified by both the go\:emments. ln order to implement the same a
',-:r)randum of Understanding and Mode of Operation of border hats across the borders

-- .rL'en India and Bangladesh was signed on Ocrober 23, 2010."'The MOU stated that the
- :;rir e of border hats was to promote the rvell being of the people dwelling in remote areas

--- ii lhe borders ofboth countries by establishing traditional system of marketing the local
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Location Pilar no 1213 , Luwaghat-Balat (98 kms hom

Shillong)

Size 75X75 metres at the zero line, with two
enty/exit points one from India for lndian
citizens and other from Bangladesh for
Bangladeshi citizens, the Haat space is fortified
by wall/barbed wire.

produce through local markets. Under the MOU both countries agreed to establish border Haats
acrcss the border with initial pilot project of establishing two Border Haat at Baliamari
(Kurigam District of Bangladesh)-Kalaichar(West Garo Hills District of Meghalaya, India) and
Laurvaghar, Dalora (Sunamganj District of Bangladesh)-Balat (East Khasi Hills Distrjct of
Meghalaya, India). Other locations for opening of Haats were to be selected by both the
countries based among others on historical locations, diffrculty in access, inter dependence ofthe
population on both sides of the border and availabiliry of suitable location.*r'ii Under the MOU,
both the countries decided to establish Joint Commiftee to be headed by Joint Secretfiy of two
countries to review, suggest modifications and purpose new locations for border Haats. The Joint
Committee meeting was to be held annually or earlier if decided mutually. The MOU was to
remain operational for three yearc from the date of commencement of border Haats. It also
provided that MOU could be suspended by either party by giving advance thirty days notice.*r"iii
To facilitate the smooth functioning of trade Govemment of India issued a notification on
October 12,2011 permitting the following items to be traded in border Haars: i. Locally
Produced vegetables, food items, fl'uits, spices ii. Minor Local Forest produce e.g. bamboo gmss,
and broom stick but excluding timber iii. Products oflocal cottage industries like Gamcha, Lungi
etc. iv. Small locally produced agricultural household implements e.g. dao, plough, .L\e, spade,
chisel etc. v. locally produced gaments, melamine products, processed food items, fruit.juice
etc. The notification clarified that locally produced implied the produce of concerned border
district ofthe designated Haat and also the vendors who are allowed tousle their products should
be rcsidents of the area within five km radius from the location of the border Haats.*li, In the
subsequent months further modalities were worked between the administration of the two
countries for the operation of Luwaghar,Dalora( Sunamganj )- Balat ( East Klasi Hills) Border
Haat, the Haat was inaugurated on May 01, 2012:

KEY FACTS
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_ rnd frequenc)

The Haat is managed by Management
Committee (MC) constituted by both the
count es for the management of respective
areas. The MC comptises offive members
headed by the Additional district
Magistrate/SDM of the district having
jurisdiction over the designated Haat. Each
country has one representative from police,
customs, border security agency and
village/union local govemment.Additional
district Magistrate/SDM may authorise an

officer from local administration for day to day
monitoring ofthe Haats and meeting
emergencies.The committee among others
maintain list of authorised vendors/vendees.

suggest items for trade, enforces health
precaution etc.The Committee also holdsjoint
meetings to discuss operational issues as and
when required by giving two days advance
notice.

;t

l

Border Haats is held once in a week, on every
I uesday between l0 am to 3 pm. The timing
and frequency can be modified,/set by mutual
consent ofthe border management committees.

The number ofVendors are limited to 25 ftom
each country. The list ofthe vendors are

exchanged by respective Haat Management
Committee. The vendors are selected by the
committee initially for a period ofone year and
comprises ofthose who are resident ofthe areas

that falls within 5 kms from intemational
borders. The vendors are Fovided with photo
identity cards and can enter the market from the
respective entry point oftheir country.



Vendees Only residents ofthe area within five km mdius
liom the location ofBorder Haats arc to be

allowed to buy products from the Haats. The

number ofvendees is regulated by the
respective Haat Management committees so

that it will not be overcrowded. The vendees

are provided with ID cards.

Record of entry/exit The Haat management committee and border

security agencies maintain entry/exit record of
the vendors and vendees. At the time ofclosing
of the Haats, this rccord are checked to ensure

that every person who entered the Haats have

rctumed to their rcspective country. Security

forces personnel are not to be ordinarily
allowed inside the Haats except in case of
emergency: however there is no restriction on

presence of security personnel outside the

boundary ofthe Haats.

Currency and Value ofPurchase:
Both Indian Rupees and Bangladesh Takas can

be used for purchase inside the border Haats,

however, the maximum value of individual
purchase cannot exceed $50.00 (now revised to
$ 100.00).

FINDINGS:
The following facts emerged from our observation in the market, focus group discussion and our

interaction and discussion with vendorc. vendees, custom officials, security personnel and Sfem
of Bhowal, Shri K.N. Syiem du ng visit to the market during the month of January and february,

2017.
vendors: There are fifty vendors, twenty five vendors each from both the countries, the vendors

are selected for a period ofone year by the Management Committee ofthe Haat, ftom the Indian

side there are 50 vendors who were selected. It was ioformed that since the number ofapplicant
was so large it was decided after scrutiny by the Haat Management Committee to select 50

vendors with serial I to 25 occupying the Haat for the first week to be followed by serial no 26 to

50 occupying the following week and thereafter rotating between these two groups. In the

selection of vendor representation has been given to all major ethnic group of the population

residing within the border arca, namely Khasis, Bengali, Garos, Hajong etc. The present list of
50 vendors valid till March 31.2017 includes 25 female vendors. All the vendors are from
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-- -:ldins areas such as Dangar, Dangardombah, Marvpen, Klmrang, Laitumsaq.
r .. -r\ lia-lngklrsa,Plndensohsaw, K)rrang, Mawpen, Khagorkora, P)ardenborsora,
.:;.rrd(rp beside Balat. It was also informed that the vendors of Bangladesh are also from the

,-- ::1n! area: interestingly no women vendor was present from among the Bangladesh when
': :rd risited the Haat. lnterestingly, in addition to 25 vendors occupying the Bangladesh
:.-.:.ared portion ofthe Haat, there \\'ere quite a fe\\'small make shift vegetable vendo$ from
- -i:.Jdesh though no such additional vendors besides the 25 \rere present on the Indian portion

::: markel.
\ .ndees: It was noticed that there is lot ofenthusiasm among the buyers from adjoining villages

i:ier rhe market, the enry/exit points on the lndian part is maintained by Border Security
: -... \\'ho examine the identity card and enter details in the register. During our visit u,e found
._-: ihe Border Security Force werc also assisted by other representative ofcustoms, local leader

--.: :he Syiem of Bhowal, Shri K.N. Syiem \\'as personally in\oh'ed in assisting the Border
: :-. ro manage the crowd which had gathered to enter the market. On the Bangladesh on the
--::' point to the market, Border Guards \\'ere checking the passes ofthe vendees, on the Indian
- :: Ihe entry exit register were filled outside the border fenci[g. Only 150 vendees are allowed

::rer liom either side at any given time and since those \\ho enter take quite long to exit as

::l are no maximum duration imposed on the vendees, many oi them cannot enter the market
:-rrte \\aiting for long. We *'ere also inlbrmed that every week there lot of visitors from
r: ..one and elsewhere and from dilltrent organizations and since they make together a
--.trantial number many ofthe genuine buyers liom border villages are deprived ofopportunity
' inrering the market. Many of the vendees \\e lound make big purchase for business purpose

-.i not fbr personal use.

Commodities: Besides the items of local produce as specilied in the mutually accepted list of
i:::1 the country, we found that many ofthe items that are sold cannot be called local product of
-: border districts/areas. On the Bangladesh part while interviewing the vendors we found that
- :.1 of items like garments, melamine, drinks and snacks baning bakery items and food grain
::ns *'ere ftom either from Dhaka, Chittagong, Narayanpur etc. It was also found rhat some of
:::rr sold were produced in third country. On the lndian part we found that some o1'the highest
< .rng items like blankets, health drinks, chocolates, snacks, spices, dry fruits were not only not
: ..oduct of the bordering district but also came from outside the state and product of big
-l-ltinational companies. The only products that we found in the Haat were bay leaves and
aft!es.

Currency and Limitation on Purchase: Both Indian rupees as well as Bangladeshi Takas are
.:..pted tbr trade as well as baner system prevails in the Haats, the lndian \endors are able to
:\.h3nce the Bangladeshi currency in the UCO Bank, Dangar, Balat and \\'ere intbrmed that
. :nilar aftangement are there with the Sonali Bank for the Bangladesh vendors. lt rvas also found
::.rt sul'licient currency both in INR as \\,ell as Bangladesh Taka are held by the vendors and the
-r\.rs do not face any problems in purchases. The limitation of$ 100.00 raised from earlier
aio a)0 in June, 2013 seems su{ficient for individual buyers, many T'illagers informed that they
-:ke a purchase ofRs 1000-1500 when they visit the Haat.
\ecurit-Yr The ent.y/exit register are very rigorously maintained by the BSF, the crowd
-jnagement on the Indial side appeared to better as compared to the entry/exit point on the
3lngladesh part where there bit of chaos and use of force by the Border Guards to regulate the
::,.rrd. No mobiles are allowed to be taken from the Indian side and photography inside the
::rrket area is prohibited.

1J



Volume of trade: lt was difficult to precisely ascertain the volume of trade as the vendors on
both side were hesitant to give the figure, the trade seem to be brisk as evident fiom the head

loads that was being carried from the market, most ofthe big purchases from Indian buyers were
snacks, fruit juice, melamine dishes, different plastic items for domestic use etc. Most of the
items that Indian vendors were selling were blankets, spices, biscuits, health d nk etc. The
vendors accepted that normally they are able to generate average profit of Rs.5000 or so on every
Haat day.
Other Activiti€s associated with Haat: The opening of border Haat has generated some other
ancillary employnent opportunity and means of livelihood to the people of Balat and
surrounding villages, there are quite a few porters who carry the goods that are to be sold in the
market as well as carry the big purchases Aom the market, as no vehicle are allowed beyond the
border fencing. The goods needs to be carried either through handcart or as head loads, it has

generated employment for 20 odd people and they eam an income of Rs 400-500 on the Haat
day. Moreover, there are some snacks and tea stalls have come at the entry point outside the
fencing on the Indian side which provides additional income to few families during the Haat day.
It has also generated revenue for transporters as huge number of commercial vehicles ply for
carrying goods and passengers on the Haat days.

SUGGESTION:
ConDectivity:Balat, distance of98 kms from Shillong is not physically well connected, the road
in most places are in deplorable state with broken bridges and rough patches. There is hardly any
metal road liom Dangar to the Haat, a distance of about 4 kms, there is a metal surfaced road that
runs parallel to the border fencing but it is not allowed for civilan vehicle, du ng the rainy
season it becomes impossible for vehicle to reach to the entry point of the Haat. If the
connectivity is improved there sill be increase in trade.
Infrastructure: The infrastructure of the Haat needs improvement, there are no functioning
toilets in the market, nor there is provision of drinking water. Initially, it seems that there were
one gents and ladies toilet but they are not functioning at present. The market space can also be
broadened as 75 X75 sqmetres becomes extremely crouded with 50 vendors and 300 vendees
and there is not much ofscope within the given space to add other infrastructural facilities. It will
be beneficial especially for children and elderly if some shed is built for resting, it can also serve
to promote contact among people and lead to better understanding. There can be also first aid
room in the Haat to deal with medical emergencies which can arise.
Commodities for trade: Most of the prcduct baning the agricultural products baded in the
market are not the product of the adjoining district of the rclevant Haat, but are brought from
other part of the country and even in some cases fiom a third country. Therefore, for such
products govemment should levy some small duty so as to discourage any big trade in such
items, stopping such items from trading will not solve the problem but lead to illegal trade as

Iong as the demand remains. There can be also limitation on the qua[tity of items purchased
from the market so that the real purpose ofthe Haat is served. [t seems there is high demand for
fishes and poultry items among the villagers in the border areas of India, these items are

expensive as they are mostly procured from Shillong involving high cost of transponation, as

such, there are also some illegal trade in these items from across the borders. Ifthese items are

allowed to be sold in the Haat, the villagers can have the advantage ofcheaper rate. Therefore, it
is necessary to build quamntine and other facilities so that these items can be traded in the Haat.
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Entry and Exiti It was seen during our visit as well talking with the people who had gathered
outside the entry point on the Indian side, that many ofthem are not able to enter the market as at
no point more then 300 buyers can enter and many of those who enter in the moming remain
there till the end ofthe Haat functioning hour taking advantage ofthe fact that there are no time
limitation that is imposed. Similar crowd could also be seeo outside the entry point from the
Bangladesh side. Therefore, there is a need to increase the number of persons to be allowed in
the market as well as impose some maximum time which an individual buyer can be allowed
inside the Haat, so that more genuine buyers can enter the Haat.
Increase in number of Vendors/Iiming ofHaat: It seems that there is huge demand for vendor
ship in these Haats. Therefore,25 from each country seems small, having more vendor can also
lead to better and competitive trade. Further, there can specific traders pemitted to trade in one
or two specific items instead ofdealing with many items. ln the distribution ofvendor-ship, there
can be specific quota for women as dudng our visit we noticed that there were only few women
vendors on the Indian side and there were none on the Bangladesh part. The number of vendor
fiom each side can be increased to 50. Similarly, the timing ofthe Haat can be increased, as life
starts early in this part ofthe country, it can start from 8 am in the moming and during summer
month exte[d till 4 pm.

Conclusion
Meghalaya, like the rest of the north eastem slates has been lagging behind economic groMh
and development as compared to rest of lndia. With geogmphical remoteness, lack of basic
inf.astructure and negative publicity on militant activities and social strifes, the state obviously
could not emerge as aftractive destination for FDI or even investment by domestic indust al
houses. The only signs that can witness ofpost liberalised lndia in our state is the display of wide
range of consumer items on the shelf of the market in the towns and cities. There is hardly any
activities that can be associated *ith production or increasing the income generation capacity of
the common people. It is true that to counter sense of neglect, the central govemment has been
generously funding some schemes but then it has only led to further expansion of already
inflated govemme[t sector. The majority ofthe people ofthe state are either engaged in primary
sector or service sector. In this context under the present circumstances, border trade can be the
only hope for almost quartq of the population of the state living in the bordering villages to
remove themselves from the vicious cycle of poverty and dep vation. It is true that a nation must
have well demarcated borders but there is also a need to unify the interest ofthe people across
lhe borders.lThe experiment of hading at Balat has been successful, during oLrr visit u,e could
see many ofthe villagers are able to purchase items at much cheaper rates, which othenvise are
not locally available and probably one has to travel to Shillong, a distance of 98kms and pay
higher price to get them. Shri K.N. Syiem correctly pointed out that "ln my experience as a local
member ofthe Balat Border Haat Management Committee that since the opening ofthis Haat on
rhe May l, 2012, the people within the 5 km radius from this Border Haat and even beyond that
have very much benefited...We are glad that the Govemment of lndia and Bangladesh have
agreed to ope[ four more Border Haats in Meghalaya..-"li

ihttp://www.socialstudiesforkids.€om/arti€les/econmics/theirimportanceoftradel.htm (accessed February

27,2017l,

iihttp://www.lvldoner.gov.inlcontent/borde.trade {accessed March 03, 2017)
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IMPACT OF RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION ON FERTILITY

Kishor Singh Rajput'
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ABSTRACT
Religion, one of the oldest socio-cultu-al charucteristics associated with the mankind and
civilizations created by them over thousa ds of lears of knoutt history, is practiced by almost all
societies and it really acts as a pov,erful s)atem ofsocial coklrol Religious affliation ofthe couple
aL/bct thefanily, directly by imposittg sa ctio s on the practice ofthe birth control or legitinizing on
the practice of bss effective methods and indirectly by guiding its members with a moral and social
philosophy of marriage and fanily which emphasize the virlues of reproduction. Many other
scholars, hotever, object sing religion as an explanatory variable in understanding demographic
change. Keeping in mind the obove background, lhis paper tries to examine the Hindu - Muslim
dillerential in Iertility in Assam and the effect of selected socio-economic and denographic
backgrourul variables on fertility dilJerential, follorring the line of argument advanced by the
c ha racter i s I ics hypot hes i s.

KEIWqBDS: Fertility, Birth Rate, Hindu-Muslim Population, Population Growth Ratc

Statement of the problem

Religion, one of the oldest socio-cultural characteristics associated with the mankind and
civilizations created by them over thousands of years of known history, is practiced by almost all
societies and it really acts as a powerful system of social control (Moulasha 2000). Religion
prescribes a code of life, refers to a system ofbeliefs, attitudes and practices which individuals share
in groups, and through this orientation towards life and death, is supposed to affect one's fertility
behaviour (Chaudhury 1982; Ram and Mehta 1983). Furthermore, different communities and people
perceive religion in their own unique way (Census of lndia 2001).

According to Westoff (1959), religious afliliation ofthe couple affect the family, directly by
imposing sanctions on the practice ofthe binh control or legitimizing on the pmctice ofless effective
methods and indircctly by guiding its members with a moral and social philosophy of marriage and
family which emphasize the virtues of reproduction. Clifford (1971) and Jain (1975) observed that
belief system and value orientation were important determinants of fertility behaviour and birth
control. According to Lorimer (1954), rcligiosity of an individual is a cultural variable and is
expected to influence individual's fertility behaviour. Borooah and lyer (2005) in their aticle
'Religion, Literacy and the Female to Male Ratio' observed that the faster gro$th rate ofthe Muslim
part ofthe Indian population is blamed on Indian Muslims' obeying the tenets of Islam in rejecting
family planning and embracing polygyny. Kulkami and Alagrajan (2005) in their anicle "Population
Growth, Fertility and Religion in India" also opined that higher than average fertility among Muslims
is on account ofthe religion factor, be it theological or of minority position.

Many other schola6, however, object using religion as an explanatory variable in
understanding demographic change (Ludden 1996; Jeffrey and Jeffiey 1997,2002). According to
them, in addition to directly influencing fertility through the proximate determinants, religion can
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:pact fertility indirectly through socio-economic factors. Religion can differentially affect or be
-::c ro lhe distribution of individual and group characteristics which then influence rcproductive

They conclude that Muslims are iess educated and are in rveaker economic positions than
:-.. Schooling and some other socio-economic aspects have very strong bearing on fertility -
-.. itronger than the relationship with religion. The socio-economic factors, therefore, have
: :1ant bea ng on fertility (Rajendran 1997; Manna 1998). Since socio-economic variables are.i. ro be associated with t'ertility, the religious differcntials in these can plausibly cause

- .:3nrials in feftility (Shariff 1994, 1995; Jeffrey and Jeffrey t997).

India is a country of many rcligions. Hindus and Muslims are the t\\o major religious
- -:runities of India. According to the Census of India (2001), Hindus constilute 80.46 percent of
- :oral population of the country, Muslim population s share is 13.,13 percent and the rest is

, - - .inred by other religions. This religious composition of the population of India has undergone
- :.re oler the years. In 1951, the share of the H indu and Muslim population in the total population

. i at 84.9 percent and 9.9 percent respectir elv. This sho\\s that the share of Hindu population in
- population has been declining and that of Muslim population has been on the rising tend.

This is true for Assam too - one ofher states located in the North Eastem part ofthe country.
--.,rding to the Census of India 2001, the Hindu and Musljm population accounted for 64.89 and!: percent respectively of the total population of Assam. In fact, according to the 2001 Census,

- :.rm ranks second among all states of lndia in terms of percentage of Muslim population to total' :riation, behind Jammu and Kashmir.

Studies have shown that one of the reasons of rising Muslirn population in India is that the
'1-.lirns exhibit higher level of fertility than the Hindus. For instance, the mean number of children
: :: bom to Muslims of 3.5 children is significantly higher than Hindus of 2.9 children in India
\lrulasha 2000). Likewise, by analyzing the 2001 Census dara on total fertility rate (TFR), Rajan
: " rS) showed that there was a net difference of TFR of 2.3 between the Muslims and Hindrrs of
::!.rm as the Muslim and Hindu TFR were 5.1 and 2.8 respectively. Given the higher ferrility of
.1-:lims in India, one of the stereotlpes attached to them by the common people is that the Muslim
:r many 3 - 4 wives and they also do not use contraceptives. These factors, therelbre, combined
:3rher result in higher fertility for the Muslims. How I'ar are the people right to attach that
::.ot)?e to Indian Muslim population?

Numerous attempts have been made in the past by the academicians to get a satisfactory
:.!\\er to the above question. Many hlpotheses have been developed over the years to provide an
:::\]uate explanation for the religious differential in f'ertility. The 'Characteristics Hlpothesis,
- :lends that the fertility differences among different religions are mainly due to the differences in
.r socio-economic and demographic characteristics of the members of different religious groups.
. ,.res and Nortman 1968, Kirk 1968, Goldscheider and Uhlenberg 1969 and Chamie 1977)

Keeping in mind the above background, this paper tries to examine the Hindu Muslim
:r:terential in fertility in Assam and the effect of selected socio-economic and demographic
::ckground variables on fertility differential, following the line of argument advanced by the
,..rracteristics h)?othesis.
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Sources of Data and analyses

This study is primarily based on the primary data collected from the Sonitpur district of
Assaml. The data were collected between April 2006 and July 2006, using a multi-stage random

sampling technique. Altogether 503 women were surveyed using a well-sfuctued and pre-tested

interview schedule. Out ofthe 503 women.245 were Hindu women and the rest 258 were Muslim.
The manied woman in the age group of 13-49 with at least one live birth was considered as the

sampling unit for data collection.
during the 5 years period preceding the survey during the 5 years period preceding the surr'ey

during the 5 years period preceding the suNey Desc ptive tables are used in the present paper to
highlight the reproductive behaviour of the Hindu aild Muslim women. Furthemorc, statistical

techniques of multiple classification analysis and logistic regression analysis have been used in the

study to draw meaningful and relevant conclusions, palticularly to see the effect of rcligion on the

study variable after the control ofthe other background variables.

Profile ofthe Respondents and the Family

The background profile of the Hindu and Muslim women show a varied picture (Table 1).

The current age of the women, on the basis of different stages of women's reproductive life, were

divided into three categories, namely, 15-24, 25-34 and 3 5-49 for the present study Majority of the

respondents belonged to the age group 25-34. Around 55.0 percent ofthe sample Hindu women and

halfofthe Muslim women belonged to this group. The percentages of Hindu and Muslim women in
the age grcup 15-24 were 15.1 percent and 22.1 percent respectively. ln the age group of 35-49, there

were 29.8 percent and 27.1 percent ofHindu women and Muslim women respectively.

As far as the legal age at marriage in India is concemed, it is fixed at 18 years for the girls and

21 years for the boys. However, the findings ofthe present study show many ofthe surveyed women
got maried before the attainment of the legal age at marriage. The incidence of women getting
married early is found to be higher among the Muslims than among the Hindus. Against around 20
percent of Hindu women getting maried before the age 18, half of the Muslim women got maried
belore lhe anainment ofthe legal age at maniage.

From the marital status point of view, 95.9 percent of the Hindu women and 94.2 percent of
the Muslim women were currently married. The remaining percentages of Hindu and Muslim were

either separated/divorced or widowed.

In the overall sample, 49.8 percent and 54.7 percent of the Hindu and Muslim women

respectively were ftom the rural arcas. For the rcmaining 50.2 percent and 45.3 percent ofthe Hindu
and Muslim women respectively, the place ofcurent residence was urban.

The data also portrayed that majority of the Hindu and Muslim women live in the nuclear

family. Nearly two-third of the Hindu rvomen, i.e., 65.3 percent, were found to be living in the

nuclear family, against the coresponding figure of74.0 percent for the Muslim women

In the field of education, there exists disparity between the Hindu and Muslim women.

Comparatively, the Hindu women were found to be better educated than the Muslim women. This
was found to be true for the husbands ofthe Hindu and Muslim women too.
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\\'ork status wise, most of the Hindu and Muslim women were found involved in household

-: .:lres. Only l3.l percent and 6.6 percent of Hindu and Muslim women respectively were found
,: :,, be sorking outside their home. The distribution ofthe respondents' husbands according to

- j : .lcupation also showed marked variation. However, the highest percentages ofthe husbands of
-. i{rndu q,omen werc engaged in the occupation of sen,ice (35.6 percent), whereas it was the
,-- -fJrion of business for the husbands ofthe Muslim \\'omen \\'here majority of them are involved
: - I fercent).

.- . l: Percent distribution ofHindu and Muslim women bv selected backsround characte stics
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Muslimund characteristics Hindu
Current age of the women
t5-24
25-34
35-49

Age at marriage ofthe women
Before 18 years
After 18 years

Marital status of the women
Currently married
S eparated,/Divorced
Widowed

Current place of resideIlce
Rural
Urban

Type of the frmily
Nuclear
Joint

Education of the women
Illiterate
Less than middle school
Middle school and above

Work status ofthe women
Not working
Working

Husband's education
Illiterate
Less than middle school
Middle school and above

Occupation of the husband
Agriculturists/famers
Service holders
Businessmen
Others

Standard of liying ofthe family
Low
Hi

r s.l (37)
55.1(135)

29.8 (73)

20.4 (50)
79.6 (l9s)

9s.9 (23s)
0.4 (l)

3.1 (e)

49.8 (122)
s0.2 (t23)

65.3 (160)
34.7 (85)

11.4 (28)
35.s (87)

53.1(130)

s6.9 (213)
t3.1 (32)

8.1 (19)
31.4 (',7 4)

60.6 (t43)

16.5 (39)
35.6 (84)
33.9 (80)

14.0 (33)

43.3 (106)

22.1(51)
50.8 (131)

27 .1 (10)

50.0 (r29)
50.0 (129

94.2 (243)
l.e (5)

3.9 (ro)

s4.1 (14t)
4s.3 (11'7)

74.0 (t9t)
26.0 (67)

31 .6 (97)
43.4 (1t2)

19.0 (49)

93.4 (24t)
6.6 (11)

32.1 (8t)
42.1 (106)

24.6 (6t)

6.9 (t',7)
9.3 (23)

5',1 .3 (142)
26.6 (66)

62.0 (160)
38.0 (9856.7 (13

Total 100.0r00.0
Figures in the parentheses rcpresent absolute [umber
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fhe standard ofliving ofthe family was divided in two calego es, viz., low and high. Higher
- --,:.l.tge ol Hindu women was found to be living in the family having high standard of li\ ing.

:-:r5 majority of the Muslim 'women found living in the family having low standard of living. It
,. rhat, economically, the Hindu families are better offthan the Muslims.

: ndings of the study
As far as the fefiility ofthe Hindu and Muslim womel is concemed, it has beel1 found that the

.,- number of children ljving and children ever bom are higher for Muslim women than the Hindu

- rn (Table 2). For instance, the mean number of children living for the Hindu women is

- :r.red at 2.1, whereas Muslim women's mean number oI children liling stands at 2 9, which is

:::3r lhan the Hindu women's figure. Likewise, thc figures of Hindu and Muslim women's tnean

-l:her olchildren ever bom of2.2 and 3.2 respectively substantiate the fact that the Muslim feftility
. ::gher than the Hindu fertility.

,'iil: Mean number ofchildren living and mean CEB ofthe Hindu and Mr-rslim women aged 15-

Hindu Muslim

\lean Number ofchildren living

\lean CEB

2.1

2.2

2.9

3.2

:ource: Field data

The overall family size ofthe Muslims is also found to be larger than the Hindus. ln the study,

iore Hindu wome[ are found to have smaller family size than the Muslim women. In totality, 70'7

:ercent of the Hindu women are found to have 2 or less than 2 children, while the conesponding

:igure for the Muslim women is 48.0 percent (Appendix - V).

Comparison with the NFHS - I and NFHS - II Fertility Data'?

A comparison ofthe mean children evet bom to women ofage 40-49 ofthe present study and

ihal of the NFHS I ( 1992-93) and NFHS II ( 1998-99) is presented in the Table 3 The mean CEB

of women aged 40-49 is chosen for comparison because it measues the completed fertility of the

cohort of women who arc near the end of the childbearing span at the time of the survey since the

i'ertility beyond the age 40 is quite low.

Table 3: Mean children ever bom to Hindu and Muslim women aged 40-49 liom the present study

(Sonitpur district), NFHS - l(Assam) and NFHS - 2 (Assam)

Sources of data Hindu Muslim
NFHS 1(1992-93)

NFHS 2 (1998-99) 5.3.1.0

Sourcer Field data and Reports ofNFHS IandNFHS IIonAssam
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Between NFHS-I and NFHS-ll, the mean CEB ol the Hindu women came down by 1.4

children and that ofthe Muslim women by 1.4 children too. However, in both the NFHS surveys, the
fertility of the Muslims was higher than the Hindus. The mean CEB of the Hindu women in the
present study comes out to be 2.9 children as compared to the Muslim mean CEB of 5.6 children.
Following the data ofthe present study, therefore, it can be commented that the decline in the mean
CEB of the Hindu women is quite sharp between NFHS - II and the present study, whereas the
Muslim mean CEB showed a slightly higher figure of 5.6 compared to 5.3 ofNFHS - II.

Results of Multiple Classification Analysis

Multiple classification analysis (MCA) technique has been used in the following section to
detemine the effect of religious affiliation of the women on fertility, measured in terms of mean
number of children living. A key feature of the MCA technique is its ability to show the effect of
each predictor on the dependent variable both before and after taking into account the effect of all
other variables.

Altogether nine background variables, namely, place ofresidence, t)?e ofthe family in which
the women live, women's age at marriage, women's education, women's work stafus, husband's
education, husband's occupation, standard of living of the family, and experience of child loss are

chosen and included in the multiple classification analysis model as the control variables for religion
to determine its effect on the dependent variable, i.e., fetility of the women. The current age of the
women has been entered in the model as the covariate. No interaction term is found significant
amo[g the variables chosen for the model and, therefore, no interaction term is entered in the model.

According to the MCA technique, after statistically controlling the effect of selected socio-
economic variables on the dependent variable, the gap of mean number of children living between
Hindu and Muslim women may either increase or decrease. If the gap increases, then we can
conclude that djfferential religious affiliation of the women does have its effect on the fertility ofthe
women. On the other hand, ifthe gap in the mean number of children living between the Hindu and
Muslim women decreases after controlling the effect ofthe selected background variables, then it will
imply that background socio-economic characteristics of the women are very important factors
affecting the fertility behaviour ofthe women.
Table 4: Multiple classification analyses of the mean number of children living of the Hindu and
Muslim women

Religion Unadjusted mean Adjusted mean Significance

Hindu
Muslim

2.1

2.9
2.i
2.'7

t** - Significant at I percent level

Eta(n) = 0-29i Beta(B)=0.15 and R2 = 0.47

The results of the multiple classification analysis show that the religious differential of the
women bears no direct impact on the mean children living to the women, i.e., fertility ofthe women
(Table 4). Before the adjustment ofthe selected background variables, the difference ofmean number
ofchildren living is 0.8 between the Hindu and Muslim women, whereas the diffbrence comcs down
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-'r. paper is the result of the project caried out by the author entitled "Eff'ect of socio-

- ';riables on linility and basic reproductive health behavior.r among Hindu and Muslim
t studl of Sonitpur district ofAssam" with the financial assistance ftom the lndian Council
Science Research, New Delhi.

Tle district of Sonitpur is located on the north bank of the mighty river Brahmapufa in the

:rate ofAssam one ofthe seven states located in North East Region oflndia, other six being

Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland and Tripura. Assam's present

boundary is lying between 24" to 28' north latitudes and 84'40' to 96o east longitudes.

Economically Assam is the most advanced state and demographically it is the largest state in
rhe North Eastem Region ofthe country.

:. The National Family Health Surveys (NFHS) were conducted under the auspices of the

\'linistry of Health and Family Welfare, Govemment of lndia to provide national and state

level estimates of fertility, matemal and child health care, etc. The Intemational Institute for
Population Sciences, Mumbai coordinated the project with the funding from the USAID.
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ABST-RACT
.;:.;t i\ .\Ian?" Is the q estio since time inme olial and also the concept of the mind is as old
-:icquestiotl'WatisMa?".Togetanansweltothisquestionitisfoundthat,thereisat1

:.tlnte cotl ection behreefi these hto concepts ' an' ond 'mind'. Therefure, a answer to lhe
- .,. ttion '\thal is the mind' could be an answer to the quest[on 'vhat is man"'. For that reason

,.-e tine immemorial, philosophels' concern is identilii,tg the nature functioning of the mind.
;litdr is lhe natule of mind aru1 how does it function in the humon s):ste ? The resuhdnt

. -..r5 of mind in hu 1afi system and also to lde are some o;f the questions raised by philosophers
"t.' to time. These questions are important and atlswers to these questiolls, the philosophers

'.::\k- can solw the myslery life and can guide fl.tn tovo-ds a meaningful life fur which man is
:":ti g through the whole life. In this regatd, I ttoLld lik to discLtss the origin of the concept oJ
:. ntind wilh relerence to the Vedas,Upanisads, yoga l/asistha and the other philosophical
-;taols to showcase that, the co,rce of the mind(manas) is as ancient as the concept of rnan. It
' jnportant to kno.n one's o\Nn nind.for a proper understanding of life and its neaning.

!Efa]{qBDE: Manas (Mind), Ahamkara (Ego), Buddhi (Intellect), Citta (Consciousness),
Vrtti (Modilications), Atman(Self).

"What is Man?" Is the question since time immemorial and also the concept ofthe mind
. as old as the question 'What is Man?". To get an answer to this question it is found that, there
s an intimate connection between these two concepts 'man: and 'mind'. Therefore, an ans$.er to

:he question 'what is the mind' could be an answer to the question 'what is man"'. For that
:eason since time immemo al, philosophers' concem is identifying the nature functioning ofthe
:rind. "What is the nature ofthe mind and how does it function in the human system? The
:esultant effects ofthe mind in human system and also to life are some ofthe questions raised by
rhilosophers from time to time. These questions are impoftant and answers to these questions,
lhilosophers think, can solve the mystery about life and can guide man towards a meaningful life
:or which man is striving throughout his whole life. Both the Oriental and the Occidental
philosophers concerned with the nature of the mind indicates clearly that, the concept of mind is
3 central topic of discussion in both these traditions but the difference is that in the westem
ihought, there are diverse points of difference between philosophers regarding the natue of
mind, "which contradict each other, either the mind is made subservient to matter or vice-versa.,,
Indian philosophers ,ftom the very beginning, have avoided this pitfall by recognizing mind or
manas as something distinct from the sel(atman)"(Chennakesavan, 1980) andto know the
functioning and role ofthe mind is ofutmost importance for self-realization as weil for knowing
other's mind and self. Knowing one's own mind is of importance for understanding one,s own
life's activities and for thejr proper regulation with 'awareness'. Philosophers know about this
truth and so the research and analysis took place in a great manner. Therefore, the development

r
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of the concept of 'mind' has a long history. Its rcferences are found in the ancient texts of the
Vedas and the Upanishads, also in the nine philosophical schools of India. All these schools
discuss and give some account on the nature and functions of the mind, and its complete
development could be noticed when we take into account all these philosophies together in their
developmental order. This paper is an endeavour to discuss in detail the evolution ofthe concept
ofthe mind depending on a few original philosophical texts, and to discuss the issues related to
the mind in a clear and systematic manner.

The beginning of such a conception of mind is available in the Vedas. In the Vajasaneya
Samhita, the concept of mind as a psychical entity is fully discussed....it is a continuous
discourse on the nature ofthemind...it is not a gross physical sense-organ, for then, it cannot be
conceived as going out ofthe body, nor can it be the soul or self for that reason...the three -fold
division of mental activities,viz,intelligence,feeling and resolution ...responsible for all
accomplishments... which gives continuity and meaning of life for it is capable of holding
together the past, present and futule ...the mind of man is like the controlling principle who
controls the horses with the reins...from the very beginning the physical and epistemological
functions ofthe mind were recognizes and discussed"(Ibid,P-1-2)

The Upanishads which are a continuation of the Vedasare called Vedanta (end of the
Vedas). They are regarded as the oldest philosophical treatise from India. In the Upanishads we
find the development of higher philosophical speculations and analysis on the nature and
functioning of the mind and its association with the body. The Upanisadic "seers" could realize
that there is an 'unseen principle' "uniting the outer world of matter with the inner- unseen
world, and this uniting principle is the main instrument in the attainment of knowledge." This
uniting principle is called by them as 'manas' or in English 'mind'. Not only the Upanishads, all
other schools of philosophy also discr]ss about the mind as one of the main principles of
functioning in human organism and in life. "Mind js an instrument which in Sanskit is called,
Antlakarana' the 'inner -instrument'. The mind is looked upon as the sixth sense-organ after
the five bodily senses and is regarded as an organ not our true being ofthe basis ofour sense of
the self' ( http://Vedanta.com/2012106113-Mind and Consciousness. From what mind
originates?ls the basic question ofthe "seers" ofthe Upanishads.

The Chandogya Upanishad writes that, "for its formation mind depends upon the diet a
man takes" (Atreya, 1985). The eaten food gets transformed into three different stages - ..the

heaviest part ofit becomes the excrement, that ofmedium density transformed into flesh, and the
subtlest part goes to form the mind"( Ibid,VL5.I)Here is an example given by the Upanisad ..

Just as in the chuming of curds, the subtlest part rises up and is transformed into mind,,(lbid,
VI.6.1-2). That is, there are three parts ofa grain -the gross pafi, the medium part (neither gross
nor subtle), and the subtle (unseen) part of the grain that evolves as mind'. From this point, it
could be deduced that the "mind could be regarded as a transformed state ofa material substance
called 'grain' which itselfis 'matter'.

What are the qualifications of the mind? According to this Upanisad,'thinl<ing, willing
and intellect' are rcgarded as the predominant aspects of the mind. First arises .thinking, then
'willing' ( Rene Descartes and John Locke also says 'mind is a thinking substance) happens.
Both thinking and willing function centeringround the 'intellect'. So what we mean by.manas'
is a combination ofthe three different factors called "thinking, willing and inteliect". Everlthing
centers in the 'intellect. But the role of intellect is much higher than the ,thinking and willing,as
"it is the intellect which governs a d synthesizes both the 'thinking and the rrilling"'.
TheUpanisadic "'seers" regard the intellect as the backbone not merely ofphysical functions but
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:: :h. \\ orld itself. Since the world is a living organism with infinite organs inherent into it,
:<relbre, the world itself has its own Intellect. Intellect is the support. Intellect is the final
-=litf" (lbid, P-128). Further, manas is greater than'speech'and 'name' because unless manas
_::lecls, speech cannot function.

There is seena gradual process of development of the concept of mind in the
\{enreyiUpanishad. "The text deals with the fact that the mind is responsible for all perceptions"

S Chennakasavan, Ibid, p-51).ln this Upanishad we find that it adds another important aspect of
'-:e mind called the "reflectiv€ aspect" which is the fount and source ofall mental modifications

^hatsoever." 
Now the mind is not limited only to the 'thinking, willing and at the intellectual

3\el but there developed the need to reflect also. The "seers'realize the'role ofreflection'as
xother aspect of the mind and its addition highlightsanother qualification to this concept of
'nind'. This Upanishad provides fiirther characteristics to the functioning ofthe mind. Maiteyi
L panishad writes ,He (man) sees by the mindalone: he hears by the mind and all that we call

iesire, will,doubt,belief,disbelief,resolution,inesolution,shame,thought and fear, and this is but

:nind itselfl' a(Ibid, Mait.eyi Upanishad,Vl.30). Therefore,the mind plays a supreme role in
iuman life.

Fwther development ofthis concept ofthe mind rve find in the philosophical thoughts of
ihe Aiteriya Upanishad. TheAiteriya Upanishad provides a noteworthy classification of the

t arious functions ofthe mind. J. P. Atreya writes that, this passage is remarkable as being the

earliest contribution to the classification of the mental states by this Upanishad. lt goes like this:
"sensations,perception,ideation,conception,understanding,insight,resolution,opinion,imagination.

t'eeling,memory,volition,conation and the will to live, desire and self-contol", all these are

differ;nt names of Intellection"( lbid, Aiteya Upanisad,lll.2). Atreya further writes he"seers" of
rhis Upanishad also recognize and explaintwo other characte stic forms of experience of the

mind, namely, feeling and volition. There is a distinction between 'volition and conation with the

former need not involve the idea of activity, whereas the latter does involve activity. He also

recognizes the process of imagination and memory'. The intellectual trend of thought in the
'seers' is apparent ftom the way in which he makes "intellect'the fount and source ofall mental

activity whatsoever"(lbid, P-127). Again it is said that "manas makes the Atman aware of objects

and helps taking determination. That is the first function" (S. Chennakeshavan, ibid, p-46).

The Upanisadic "'Seers" regard intellect as the backbone not merely of physical

functions but of the world itselt Since the world is a living organism with infinite organs

inherent init, therefore, the world itselfhas its o\,r'n lntellect. Intellect is the support. Intellect is

rhe final reality"T(Ibid, P-128). There is a Supreme lntellect -that is Brahman the infinite
Intellect.

In lsa Upanisad and PrashnaUpanisad there is a discussion about the fimctioning of the

mind. "Isa Upanisad states that through actions the mind gets purified and Prashnaupanisad

states that in sleep all the senses become one with the God ofthe mind Katha Upanishad-this is

one ofthe philosophically very important Upanishads and teachings." Raju (1985) also discusses

about the mind afld its status. This Upanishad writes "the objects are higher than the senses, mind

higher than the objects, the individuals reason (buddhi) higher than the mind, The Cosmic reason

higher than the individuals reason, the Unmanifest"(lbid). Again the Unmanifest "can be realized

by with&awing the speech (senses) into the mind, the mind into reason...rcason into the cosmic

reason, and that into Atman of peace"(lbid).So mind is not the highest principle but higher than

the gross-body. The status is "the soul is the owner ofthechariot, the intellect the chadoteer, the

mind the rcins, the sense organs the horses and the body the chariot" and the relation between.
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The Mundukya Upanishad also mentions the mind as one of the ,,intemal inshuments,,
apperception or manas( ibid).

The Advaita Vedantic( the school advocates Non-dualism) interprctation is also
elaborate and important. Man (J.P.A[eya Ibid P-136),according to this Vedanta, is a composite
structure consisting ofthe self(atman) which is the same in all individuals and in the cosmos. It
is called 'atman' and 'Param-atman' in the cosmos. The Universal Atman is reflected in or
limited by the bodily mechanism (personality of each individual calied .Jiva , (individual soul
which for the time being assumes an identity and separateness for itself. The principles of
personality are assigned in the form ofthree bodies: Karana(causal),Suksma(subtle) and
Sthula(gross).
l. The karana -sarira is the causal body with past impressions (samskaras) ofthe individual.
2. Sukshma-sarira -the subtle body, constituted by the four-fold mental principles(

Anthakarana) consisting of Buddhi(intellect),Ahamkara(Ego), Citta(subconscious-
mind),Manas(the organ of attention), the five-pranas( vital airs), pancha-jnenendriya( the
five organs of knowledge), and

3. Sthula-sarira- (the gross physical body) is made up offive gross-elements Al<asha( space),
Valu(air), Agni(fire), Jala (water), and Prithivi(earth).

The Advaitic concept of man with a 'mind' is also ascertained. Here the Advaita
identifies two t)?es of mind, namely: i). a Sub-conscious mind( Patanjali ,Sigmund Freud also
speaks) and ii). Manas-the organ of "44qq!ie!".

Accordingly, there are Five Sheaths (Kosas) called -i) Anandamoya - the finest and purest layer though which the inherent bliss of the
atman is rcflected.

ii) Vijnanamaya is the organ of the Intellect -Buddhi, which exercises judgment and
determination in connection with the extemal world

iii) Manamaya- where function is to be attentive to the world. It is very ficklein its
nature, and so the light ofconsciousness and joy are not reflected through

iv) Pranamaya - constituted of organs of actions and the five vital- air G)rana) which
control and regulate the physical functions.

v) Annamaya-made ofthe five gross elements of Akasha (space).Va1u( air),Agni(fire),
Jala(water) and Prithivi (earth).

The first,anandamaya (bliss) is the karana -sarira(the causal body).The second and the
third, vijnamaya and manamaya together constitutes the sukshma sa ra(subtle body).The fourth
and the fifth -pranamaya and annamaya together constitute the Sthula sarira( the gross body
made up offive mate alelements).

Out of the five sheaths I would like to focus only on the second and the third sheaths
vijnamaya and manamaya which are the 'intellectual and the mental' aspects ofthe mind. Now
along with 'thinl<ing-willing-intellect and reflection, attention (Advaita) has been added as
another qualification ofthe mind.

A more elaborate and analyic account of the mind is also available the famous book on
philosophy, Yugavasistha. It is a dialogue between a teacher and a student (Guru Vasistha and
King Rama) regarding the conditioning ofthe mind.

Yogavasistha(Ibid Atreya, P-165)- a great work ofAdvaita philosophy makes the greatest
possible contribution to the understanding of the nature of the function of the mind. It assigns
'mind' to a very high place in its philosophy. To define the nature of the mind,yogvasistha
states"movement (vibration) in consciousness which is in limited folm is the mind,,(
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\:_.: \ .ie.lor. rB(au:e \\hatc\er lhe mind lhlnks and beile\.'! lntenscl\. lhat comct to
:, .:- ,,1 P .{rre}3). The mind in Saniknl is called 'manas and in manv orher places 'manas is
:-.i.r-i cila (consciousn.ss)also (lbid. Y V - III.-1.-13).Manas is considered as'a pulsaling
j.: i.. ging lbrm of consciousness r\hich partakes both of subjectivity and objectivity' (YV -

-n -l(r). The mind is pure-absolute - consciousness manifesting itself as a concrete agent. It is
. .: .:r\1hing separate tlom the \\hole; but it is the whole looked from a particular point ofview.
-'3 .rulhor of Yogavasistha writes that "the Brahman in a definite form is the mind (lbid, YV, V.
: jJ r To e\plain ihis point more clearly Vasistha makes a beautiful comparison to define the

-j:-.('ofmind. He says , " as there is no ultimate difference between air and wind, between the
.:i Jnd space, so there is no difference ultimately bet the mind and pure-consciousness which

'-.<li appears as mind"(lbid, YV - VIa .96.19).
Mind is one and same mind. which assumes within an individual various names and

-::rns. in accordance with the role it plays. "The various functioning ofthe intemal world are
-.r:hing but one and the same mind functioning in dift'erent \\'ays and called by different names"
i:rd. YV - III.96.56).ln this regad, again there is a beautiful comparison available" as an actor

:iiumes several forms on the stage, so the mind while engaged into various activities, assumes
::rlerent names and forms" (lbid, YV IIL96.44.

Mind is one of the principles of Prakrti the root material cause ofall objective fonns
.rd has various aspects offunctioning .lt is called:

l.'Manas'- when it is functioning as conspiring activity (111.96. l7).
2. Buddhi - when it remains fixed on a panicular idea and has a definite knowledge of it in

the form of"lt is this" (1t[.96.21, VIb.l88.5).
3. Ahamkara {Ego) when it assumes for itself a distinct existence and binds itself to a

particular states (111.96.l9). It is the "l-sense" being present into the system (VIb.188.6).
.1. Citta -(in this context -area of interest) when it displaces fickleness and passes quickly

from one object to another without any proper reason (111.96.20).

5. Kalpana (imagination)when forsaking its balanced state, it begins to rhink of some
desired state ofexistence (III. 96.22).

6. Smrti - (memory) , when it thinks ofan idea as previously experiencedlll.96.24).
7. Vasana - (Desire) when it is so fixed on the objects of enjoyment as to forget an,,thing

elselll.96.24).
8. Karma {action) when it feels some want in itself and runs after an object, u,hich can be

attained as a result ofa movement towards i(111.96.21).
9. Avidya - (ignorance) because it ceases to be something different from the Absolute

consciousness when true knowledge is attained (VIb.188.8).
10. Mala(impurity)because its appearance is for its own harm and because on account ofthe

network ofits own imagination it conceals the real sel(111.96.26).
IL Maya- (Delusion)on account of it the real appears as unreal and the unreal as

real(111.96.29).

12. Prakrti on account of its being the source ofall objects ofexperience (111.96.l8).
13. Jiva - (An individual's living principle) because it Iiving and is conscious (VIb.188.4).
14. Brahma - (creator of its own world) because it creates its own world ofJoy, sorrow and

depression (VIb. I 88. | 7-l 8).
15. Ativahikadeha - (subtle body) on account of its capacity to go to distance places without

difficulty (v1b.188.3).

I
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16. Indriya - ( five sense organs) because it pleases the self through hearing, touch, vision,

taste and smell (11I.96.22).
17. Puryastaka - (the eight-fold city) the subde body consisting of eight factors, namely -

mind, intellect, ego, the five senses on account of its sfong network of the imagination
(vtb.r 88.9, tbid).

18. Deha- (the physical body)by thinking of the body, by thinking of the objects of the
body(11I.96.22).
From the above discussion mind could be categorized under three classes namely:

Psvcholoeical aspect -the first four-manas, buddhi, ahamkara and citta represent the
psychological aspect and the function of the mind is rcprcsented by Kalpana, smrtiand
vasana.
Ethical aspect - Karma,Avidyaand Mala represent the moral functions ofthe mind.

Metaphysical aspect - Maya, Prakrti,Jiva,Brahma and Ativahikadeha .

Physical aspect -lndriya, Puryastaka and deha(senses, the eight -fold city and the $oss
body made ofthe sense organs).
The Vaisesikaphilosophy ( J.P.Atreya.lbid .p-54) treats the mind as a medium between

the inner and the outer world through the five senses. The mind is atomic in extent, easily
movable from one limb to another producing action in them in rapid succession. Further'manas'
is the instrument (indriya) for setting knowledge of what takes place within the soul. So it is

called antarindriya( inner sense).Not only this, through manas the outer impressions ofthe world
also reaches to the seif - the seat of consciousness. Through manas the will acts, it is
imperishable but not all pervading. Each individual soul has a mind. It is not physical though
atomic- the atom of manas is a peculiar substance, innumerable it cannot be perceived by the
senses but its existence can be inferred because it gets only one knowledge at a time and cannot
receive much knowledge at a time."Manas is essential for perceptual knowledge (George
Berkeley speaks of ideas'as the perception ofthe mind) , and acts as an intemal organ".

The Nyaya philosophy writes that any kind ofknowledge about the extemal world is not
possible if the sense organs are not in intercourse with the Self(Ultimate knower)through the
mind. To establish the 'existence ofmind'the Nyaya-Vaisesika philosophers goes a little further.
This school writes that" Mind (manas is inferred from the fact that, even when there is contact of
the atman(selo,senses, and the objects, there will be no cognition ifthere is no mind or if mind is
absent" (Raju, 1985). According to them, cognition of extemal objects involves four terms and
their relations connecting them. "The four terms are: the atman, mind, senses, and objects, "lf
any of them is absent, there can be no cognition. Objects may be within our tision, our atman
also is there: but we are not aware ofthe objects. We explain this lack ofcognition by saying that
our mind is absent or that we are absent.minded. ...such experience is the proofofthe reality of
mind as djstinct from the atman and senses" (ibid).VaisesikaDarshan further identifies that
"'manas' has eight qualities - neamess, remoteness, number, magnitude, distinctness,
conjunction, disjunction and velocity. By conjunction and disjunction one should understand the
contact of two separable substances and the breaking up of that contact"(Raju,tbid-259). To
detemine the nature of the 'mind' whether physical or spiritual, Samkhya Darshan defines ,
mind (manas) is a product of the body...though not physical, its expressions like 'willing','
feeling','memorizing',etc, are physical in nature. But why is the mind physical in nature?
.Samk:hya gives the following explanation:

6:
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:-:1 ' . -i: - . '-::.: : ,i-.e oi the evolution of the objects of the u,orld. The first
: :- :-:- ?--{::i i: \lahat.the Great- the CeIm of the vast world of objects. It is
- -::--. ::i :. alstr called Buddhi or the Intellect. From lntellect evolves Ego
-: .'i:.ii makes rhe difference between the subject and the object. 11 is also the

: r:cr\idualion: its function is to generate self-sense (abhimana).lt produces the
'l rr'mine'. From the Ego ( in its pure state) evolves the 'manas'(mind), the subtle

:: :i'n.e organ.' Buddhi(lntellect),Ahamkara(ego) and Manas(mind) represent the three
::::) $pecrs of'knos,ing',' feeling' and 'willing', conation and affection respectively.
..rll. them nlaterial, evolves from the material Pratkrti (Chakaborty, J997), manas

:.3 chiciorcan $'ith reference to extemal senses. Without manas,there will be no contact
-r-- -: lhe self and the objects. Once this contact is established,buddhi(intellect) storcs up all
-..-!:ons and makes memory possible"( S.Chennakeshavan,lbid,P-3 l).

The \tga Darshan gives a detail interpretation ofthe nature ofmind. "What rve call mind
- -...iJ ( ina b)' Patanjali the subtlest and the highest form of Prakti. the primordial substance.
:--::rndr has three different chief aspects $ith distinct functions to

:<-.:,:rr.namel).Manas,Ahamkara and Buddhi...the root'cit'to perceive, comprehend, know
. : :i used in the yoga system to mean thc entire kno\\'ing mechanism.e.mind in the collective
<---"r Arre) a.lbid,P- 105). Again, "Manas- , it is thedirecting aspect of'cina'...the directing
:, ^3r bchind all actions. . . possesses the capacity of attention, selection, etc.lt synthesizes the
: ..::ete manifold of the sensations' can perceive but cannot conceive as does Buddhi (intellect.
: : c!)ntinually vacillating between objects...in relation to the extemal world, the 'manas'

:E:.ei\es and presents, the ahamkara(ego) arrogates and buddhi(intellect) discriminates, decides
r.: rcsolves, aller which action arises. These three aspects constitute the Mind (Citta) as a
.:ole"(lbid).A more clear explanation is given here by Vacaspati Mishra "'manas'the power
: .rrranging the sense data in a definite order and ol making the indeterminate material

:3!.'rminate.. . in this regard 'manas' attain a higher position... without 'manas'the senses would
-j\ e no functional value at all"( J.P.Atreya,lbid,P- 108).

The Process of Mind: Patanjali mentions in his yoga Sutra "how does the 'citta'
:1.rnit'ests itself and how does the 'mental forces' operate in the human mind". The main
.hilosophy is that the 'citta' functions through its 'Vrttis'or modifications. Tte 'Vmis' are

i.r!mitional, emotional and conational. S.N.das Gupta another contemporary philosopher writes"
! rlra or mind exists in the form of its states which are called its Vrttis. h slands lor all that is
r:)chical in man, the states of consciousness"(lbid, S.N.Das Gupta: Study of Patanjali, p- 94).
There are innumerable modifications of the mind depending upon the situation and
aircumstances.

From the 'Affective "point of view "These modifications are categorized into broad two
.lasses:(i). klista (painful), and (ii). Akista (non-painful) - now it is mind uhich rvill clings either
ro the painful or non-painful experiences "because of its having the source 'avidya" or
ignorance, which leads to all kinds of 'afflictions'. While from practice(abhasya) and
detachment(vairagya) spdngs the non-painful vittis. Mind. Not only these two, every mental
process got not only'feelings' in to it,but also has in it'sukha' (pleasure), 'dukha'(pain) and
'moha(infatuation) are all experienced in relation to all state of mind"(J.P.Atreya,lbid).

From the 'Cognitive point of view these modifications are of five kinds:
(i).Pramana(asking for proof for verification through novelty, conespondence, non-
contmdictedness, and serviceability -acquired from Perception, inference and Testimony),(ii).
Viparyaya (Illusion -wrong decisions and actions due to a mode ofthe mind in a form which
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I does not correspond to the object \\hich one \ants to comprehend,e.g.seeine o snake in a rope'
in deem ligho (iii). Vikalpa(imagining fanrasy - the fanrasy associared \\.ith a mere name and
has no real object of correspondence to it,e.g 'sky-flouer, 'homs of a Hare,) (ir). Nidra( sleep -
it is an apprehension as testified by its recollection after weaking up and seeing distoned dreams
due to the modifications of the events of the world) and Smrti(memory - Recollection
reproduces past apprehension of an object, remembering past painful incidents and events.
imaginary objects, real objects erc). All these are the modifications ofthe mind called rhe,.Vitris
of the Citta' (mind). "The mind is mutable and modifiable.h fact it undergoes change every
moment. It (mind) is like a flowing stream"(lbid ,p-6), due to irs constitution by the three
elements Sattva - peacefulness and manifestation(Joy), Rajas-motion, foul
activities(painfulness) , and Tamas- inertial, laziness (dullness). There are many other
characte stics of the 'elements' (gunas) by which the 'mind, constantly get affected and
modifi edJ.P.Atreya(lbid).

In J.P.Ateya'sanalysis of Patanjali Yoga, 'mind has its own magnitude' according to
which mind falls under two categories i). Ordinary mind and Cosmic - mind. The ordinary mind
has the following characteristic: It is a). Neithq atomic nor all-pervading). b).It is of
indeterminate magnitude. It co-exists with the body with which it is associated. It changes its
magnitude in accordance with the physical body it occupies. Ordinary minds are limited and
conditioned by 'Vasanas' or desires of va ous t)?es called .dispositions (samskams). The
Cosmic Mind (karanacitta) of which the individual minds arc effects (karya), is, all-pervading
(Vibhu), unlimjted, free llom any mental conditioningvasanas, (desires). .,lt is omniscient and
omnipotent and dispenses with the sensory means of knowledge and action,,(Ibid, p-ll0).
Patanjali says' "The mind (citta) operates through the 'wttis' modifications or processes whose
cessation is to be achieved in order to attain Samadhi (bliss) J.p.Atreya, lbid.p-108).

Here it is necessary to discuss a little about the nature ofthe seli Vedanta as u.ell as
almost all the philosophical schools discuss Self(Purusa) pure consciousnesses . There are seven
Iayers ofhuman existence. Theseare Body-made ofthe five elements of,ether, air, fire, water and
eartl, Breath (vital airs), Mind, Intellect, Memory, Ego and Self. For a harmonious life all these
layers - body, breath, mind, intellect, memory, and ego need to ..unite,, with the Self for the
perfonnance of any kind of actions which are pure-conscious actions. The teleology of such an
action is to aftain 'loy" from every action done," in man there is still a higher level of
consciousness ofthe Self, and which is experienced when the mind is stilled, destroyed or merge
into its cause,Prakrti"( J.P.Atreya,lbid,P- I 10).

The pre-condition of aftaining the highest bliss is the attainment of the stillness of the
mind and merging into the cause, prakrti (perfect equilibrium state). Here again the .mind,is the
instument which need to be merging into the higher Seli If ,mind, cannot merge and remains
entangled with the Vfitis(dispositions) then what will be its effects also has been discussed in
detail."Seers'and philosophers discuss in detail the potential and actual : but unconscious,
powers, namely, the influence of 'mind' and 'thought' on the process and functions ofthe body.
Yogvasistha, perhaps the $eatest philosophical book told us that .mind's the creator ofthe body
that it can change the body in any way it likes into any form it chooses; it is thecause of all the
diseases and health of the body"(IV.45.7;tV.1l. t9;yia.8t.24,40,41,42 etc. J.p.Atreya,Ibid,p_
249).AtIeya writes 'lhis tlought of Yugvasistha is being amply coroborated in contemporaiy
thought. The influence of thought on the body is widely being studied in various fi;lds _
Psychology, Medicine, and Psychical Research" (lbid). To support this vie$, 1 would quote
C.D.Larson who w tes, "That the mind exercises great power over the body, that every m;ntal
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stale is a cause, producing its comesponding effect upon the moral ,the mental and the physicai
conditions of the individual, and that every thought is a force that can change,transform,or at
least modify almost anlthing in the human system- these arc facts that are no longer
disputed"(C.D.Larson: How to stay well,P.55.Ibid ,p-252).Aru1 O.S.Mardenwrites ,'mind is lhe
Jeat fieaier, the great restorer, because it is the original creator of these cells,,((The Miracle of
Hich Thought,P.227.ibid, p-253 ).

From the above discussion it could be deduced that, when we see a man peioffiing an
,-:rr),r. it is actually hisher mind perfoflning this action. Therefore a man is his minds
'.--i:r.,rr'rg. its play and display. There rs a need to understand ahis fac{. At the level of
1 ,ephical reflection, the tremendous work that has been done by the lndian philosophers
i!:.'nr and modem) is praiseworthy. "the lndian idea ,therefore, that...training and discipline of

:-< rrnd are the panacea for all evils and the remedy for all suffering is quite sound...and these
:-i r are now very much being echoed in the writings ofthe u,estern thinkers." Man is the doer
' i:. o\\n deeds, as such he is the maker of his oNn character. . . character is destiny...chamcter
- :irermined by thoughts in which he habitually dwells"(James Allen;.ibid,p-257)."For higher
.< :-realization 'mind' plays a crucial role mind can be an instrument lor bondage or liberation,

=lrrance or enlightenment. If mind turns towards the extemal world as reality, it becomes a
'::.e ofaftachment and sorro\\'. If tumed \\'ithin to the inner being of reality, it slows down and

- ::res to reflect that higher reality. The mind becomes a miror for the light of the self to
-- rre...Ultimate metaphysical principle of the universe" (lbid, http: //Vedanta.com).
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HYDRO POWER DEVELOPMENT AND THE RESISTANCE OF LEPCHA
COMMUNITY: A CASE STUDY OF DZONGU VILLAGE IN NORTII SIKKIM
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'Research Scholar, Dept ofGeography, North- East Hill University, Shillong

ABSTRACT
Sikkin, a small state of north-east lndia is located bebreen 27"46'and 28"7'48"N latit de and
betweeh 8800'5" and 88"55'25"E longitude in the Eastern Himalayas. Located in the
Hihalayan regiofi the state is characterized by rugged terrain through which a large number of
slrift Jlowing perennial streams fed by both tnountain glaciers dkd rainfall flow that is blessed
with high hydro-power potential. The population ofthe state is only 6.07 lakhs (201I provisional
census) mainly consisting of Nepalis, Bhulias and Lepchas. The Lepchas who are in minority in
the state are mainly settled in Norlh district of the state have their unique culture closely linked
to their natural surroundings. The village Dzongu (North districl) which is inhabited by this
co nunity was declared a leserye lor the Lepcha people over 100 years ago. At present the
developmental project associated with the Teesta stage IV and V hydro-power planl ih this
village has alienated the Lepcha communiu.from their ancestal land, which is leading to
seious fepercussion and is leading to social tensions in this relatively peaceful region. The
Lepchas feel alienatetl antl their maht concern is the huge iilux ofwork force for construction
a d operatio of these projects. The demographic changes associated with developnent of
h))dro power pla ts are leading to cultul,al inundation of the Lepchas in theb last stlohghold.
This paper therefore, focuses on the issues rclated to the resislance ofthe Lepcha community to
safeguard their land and a ture and lrcu far lhey have been successful. The pap* is based on
both secondary ahd prit ary data; primary data has been collected through obsenation, and
focused group discussion with some ofthe Lepcha community leaders.
KEYWORDS: Land, Culture, Alienation and Community Resistance.

Introduction
India, a developing economy is on its path to modemization and development.

Development is a multi-dimensional concept penaining to goals, tasks and
processencompassing social, economic, cultural and political changes so that the socio-
economic disparity in society is minimized, thus development is inclusive and is not only
associated with improving the infrastructure but also enhancing the accessibility and
affordability of the population so that they have a better standard of living. As the present
civilization is energy oriented, the importance of power and water in the economic progress ofa
country is unquestionable. As a nation, lndia is currently going through a period of fierce debate
on issues related to the mode of power generation in general and hydro-power in particular. The
proponents of hydro power projects and big dams who claim to be champions of'development'
label their opponents as being anti-development, while the latter, belonging to the weaker lobby,
search for altematives as they feel that the big dams associated with such projects takes away
their land and natural resources on which not only their livelihood but also their intricate culture
is dependent, hence the marginalized population becomes further impoverished leading to an
increasing gap in the socio-economic development, thus the goals of development is not
realized.Some ofthese developmental projects drastically redefine the land use pattem like hydro
power projects that not only induces displacement of people from their ancestral habitats and
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cause large-scale ioss oi laditional culrure and occupations bul also 6nhg dtk)ar irrr,)-r.!1)romr.-
rnd demographic changes \\hich are not easil) acceptable to the local population resulring lo
lurmoil and conflicts in a relatively peaceful area.The opposition of the Lepcha
rommunity(anindigenous tribe) residing in the Dzongu region ofSikkim against the construction
ofTeestapower projects is an example ofhow developmental projects in order to enhance bener
socio- economic opponunities is alienating the local population fiom their land and culture and
bringing about changes which are not easily acceptable to the local populationleading to ripples
oiprotests which at present is more Gandhian but may soon tum violent and disturb the peace in
a relatiyely peaceful state of the North East India (which is usually in a turmoil having
insurgency problems).

Study Area
Dzongu is located in North Sikkim. This is a special reserved area for the Lepcha

community. The area covers approximately 78 sq km of geographical area and extends between
2'1"28' - 2'1"38'N lat. and 88'23' - 88'38' E longitude. Its ahitude ranges between 700 m to
6000 m above msl and is spread on a hilly terrain having dense forests. This area is roughly
triangular in shape, bounded on the south-east by the river Teesta, on the north-east by the
Talung River and on the third side by the mountains south of Kanchenjunga (8,598 m, where
sorld's 3' highest Peak is locaredl. The geographical position of Dzongu has accenruated irs
isolation from the rest of Sikkim. The area is characterized by diverse sno\ry mountainous
landscape with steep and narrow valleys and gorges with well drained flanking slopes unique in
its scenic beauty. Owing to dense forest cover, the area experiences showers almost throughout
the year. The area reprcsents thrce climatic zones viz. sub-tropical, temperate and alpine and is
extremely rich in bio-diversity. It borderc the Kanchenjunga Bio reserve and has some of the
ancient Buddhist monasteries and temples.

As the state of Sikkim meiged with lndian Union as recently as 1975, it is in a

transitional phase where tradition-bound tribal society is being exposed to modemity associated
with development. This small state nestled in the eastem Himalayas is blessed by Mother Nature
in its bounty of forests and scanic beauty with rugged terrain and swift flowing rivers ideal for
hydro power generation. The river Teesta and its tributades have its o gin here which is being
dammed here for generation of power.The state faces problems of poverty and unemployment
with low socio-economic development thus harnessing of hydropower for developmental
purposes along with tourism has attracted both the private and public sector and is welcomed by
the present administration. The major communities living here the Nepalese who have migrated
here in the historical past, the Lepchas (considered as the indigenous population) Bhutias besides
other communities.

Objectives and Methodology
This paper focuses on the issues related to development ofHydro-power projects in the

state in general and Dzongu in particular and the resistance of the Lepcha community to such
projects in ordel to safeguard their land and culture and how far they have been successful. The
Paper is theoretical in nature and is based on both secondary and p mary data. Primary data has
been collected through observation, focused group discussion with some of the Lepcha
community Leaders and informal interview with different officials, Iocal residents and members
ofActive Citizen ofTeesta (ACT).
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Ilydro Power Poaentiality in Sikkim
India's hydropower potential is about 148,700 MW and currently only 21o/o (32,442 MW)

is under operation. The state of Sikkim has a potential ofabout 8000 MW peak with a firm base
of3000 MW. The Teesta and Rangit are the two main rivers ofSikkim where considerable hydro
potential is available. In 1974, a commiftee was constituted to study the hydropower potential in
Sikkim. According to the preliminary reconnaissance survey, the river Teesta could be hamessed
under a cascade development for hydropower generation is six stages i.e. Teesta Stage-l to
Stage- V[. Besides riverTeesta other tributaries ofthe river such as Rangit, Rangpo, Lachen etc-
have high potentiality for the hydro power development. National Hydroelectric Power
Corpomtion Limited (NHPC) and other private developers are entering in hydropower sector in
Sikkim as the state govemment encourages hydropower development which is being considered
as one of the main sources for enhancing socio-economic development of the state. It is

envisaged that hydropower development will eventually lead to the overall infrastructural
development ofthe state as hydropower genemtion involves constuction ofdams, tunnel, power
station etc which involves developing transport linkages, opens up employment opportunities
and generates income.

At present only about 600 MW (7.5%) of hydropower potential has been developed in
the state by constructing mini & micro hydel projects and more than 5000 MW hydro power
potential is under development in different stages. A preliminary survey reveals that hydropower
on river Teesta can be generated in a cascade arrangement in six stages. Out of33l5 MW in its
power system 17,19% (570 MW) has already been commissioned. The Sikkim Power
Development Corporation Limited has granted permission for more than 24 different
hydropower projects, which will generate at least 5494 MW. The list of upcoming hydropower
projects are shown in Table l. The total estimated cost of these projects is about Rs.25,000
crores (US $ 62 billion).

able: UDcominq and Completed Ma r Hydropower Proiects in Sikkim
s.N Proiecl Name CaDaciry (MW) Devcloper

I Teesta Stage-l 280 Himalavan Green Energy (P) Ltd

2 Teesta Stage-ll 330 Him Uria lnlia (P) Ltd

Teesta Stage-lII 1200 Teesta Uria Ltd

4 Teesta Stase-lV 495 NHPC

5 Teesta Staqe-V 510 NHPC

6 TeestaStage-VI 500 Lanco Enersy (P) Ltd

1 Lachcn 210 NHPC

8 Panan 280 Himsiri Hydro Enersy (P)Ltd
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! Rangl ong

l0 Rukel

Approx.3001l RiDgpi

t2 Linszva

13 Rongnichu 96 Madhya Bharati Power Co.

t1 Chuzachen 7l Gati lnfrastructure Ltd

l5 Sada-Manqder 99 Gati Infrastructure Ltd

l6 Bhasmey 51 Gati Infrastructure Ltd

t'7 RoleD 36
Amalgamated Transpower India
Lid

l8 Chakuns Chu 50

Amalgamated Transpower India
Ltd

t9 Ralong .10
Amalgamated Tmnspower lndia
Ltd

2.0 Raneit-ll 60 Sikkim Ventures (P) Ltd
2t Ransit- III 60 NHPC

22 Ransit-lV t20 Jal Power CorDoration Ltd

23 Dikchu H 96 Sneha Kinetic PP Ltd

2.4 Jorethang LooD 96 DANS Enerev (P) Ltd

25 Thangchi 499 Lachung Porver (P) Ltd

26 Bimkyons 99 Teesta Power (P)LTD

27 Bop 99 Chunsthans Power (P) Ltd

Total (est.) 5194
Source- Sikkim Power Colporation Ltd
*Name in bold letter represents the project related to Dzongu region.

DZONCU- The Core Area ofthe Lepchas
The core area of the Lepcha community is Dzongu. Out ofthe total projects (table 1 l)

eight prcjects arc dircctly or indirectly related to the Dzongu. The Lepchas are one of smaller
Himalayan commtmities often referred to as the vanishing tribe constituting only 7% ofthe total
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population of Sikldm (2011 census). They are of Mongolian racial stock having their unique
culture and traditions strongly rcoted in their natural landscape. They are considered as ihe
o ginal inhabitants ofthe state and Dzongu is their holy land where the Lepchas beliefthat they
were created by Mother Earth, and Mount Kanchenjunga is their mother mountain The Lepchas
relate to their traditional culture which is nature-worship, Their language is .Rongring, (belongs
to Tibeto-Kanauri group included in Tibeto-Burman goup of languages). The Lepchas have a
written script supposed to be invented by the Lepcha scholar Thakung Men Salong during lTth
century (Bhasin, 20ll). Lepchas are skilled in bamboo cmfts and produce a wide variety of
aesthetically beautiful baskets and other things of daily use. The Lepchas have gained marvel
over the technical use ofBamboo, mnging from articles ofroutine requirement to artifacts, water
distribution network, musical instruments etc. Their knowledge ofpoisonous and non-poisonous
plants, snakes and information on other flora and fauna are exceptional. However with the
establishment of Hydropower projects the Dzongu is now threatened due to land use changes
associated with such projects leading to alienation of the Lepchas from their homeland and
culture and there is a strong resentment against such developmental projects by the local
population as the Lepchas feel that with the construction of Dams here their holy land will be
destroyed for ever leading to the loss oftheir unique traditional cuitural practices rooted in their
natuml landscape, this has been supported by the civil society and scholars alike
Dharmadhikary (2008) is of the opinion that customs, traditions and the very character of
Lepchas are closely tied to the lands, rivers, forests and other elements ofthe natural ecosystem
which will change with the implementation of such projects. pandit (2007) points out that the
iocal communities in Sikkim especially the Lepchas are opposed to dam construction here as
their culture is associated with nature worship. Hence the Teesta project as envisaged by the
govemment as public private padnership for the development of the state will be at the cost of
the loss ofculture and identity here. Subba (2000) from his study of a small hill village located
here states that the culture of the local communities especially Lepchas and Limbus are
intricately related with the physical environment they live in, this will be adversely affected by
envisaging such projects which brings about a total change in the landuse. Chowdhury (2007)
documents intense local resentment against hydro-projects located in Dzongu as the Lepchas fear
influx and settlements of outsiders, culminating in the loss of the unique Lepcha identity. Her
rcports document the level of awareness among the Lepchas about their rights as an indigenous
community, including the rights to self-detemination, the right to control their common propety
resources in the fom of land, streams and vegetation and the right to oppose their alienation
from the natural resources in the name of Development. She strongly advocates that the Teesta
projects should not be implemented by ignoring the local sentiments

As per the Director for Interdisciplinary Studies(CISMHE) under whose supervision a
carrying capacity study ofTeesta basin was conducted in Dec.2007 clearly states that stages I_I
of the Teesta project are neither environmentally advisable nor feasible. He wams that many of
the hydro power projects on ver Teesta are located in the high risk seismic zone lV (the recent
earthquake in Sept.201l is an example) Hence construction and blasting in such sites are
extremely dangerous.Pandit(2007) points out the increasing tre[d in landslides in the Teesta
basin especially after the implementation of developmental projects which involve large scale
blasting and construction.

As already mentioned out ofthe total hydro-power projects eight projects are directly or
indirectly associated with the Dzongu area where 38 Lepcha villages are located. This area has
been assessed to have a capacity of around 2500 MW ofelectricity. The Teesta stage IIl, IV, and
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\ prorcr:i .Nllcrl rn Panlm. Ran_elong. Rukal. Rrn€pr. and Lrnlzla ale dlrectr] or lnolrccu)
going rrr atl-.cr $e Dzongu. Out oithe i8 Lepcha rillages located in the Dzongu resen ed area
the Dzongu rillage is the holiesr place of all which uill be directly affected by the Teesta V
project as it en\ isages that the building of a Dam here will take away the holy land from them.
As the Lepchas are animists with some influence of Lamaism and Buddhism their traditional
religious practices are intricately related to the mountains, streams and vegetation found
here.They perfom elaborate dtuals in the Dzongu village. Thus the proposed hydropower
projects here will have a drastic effect on the socio-cultural and religious practices of Lepchas,
not to mention on the fragile environment of Dzongu, the ancestral and homeland of the
Lepchas. The implementation of the Teesta hydel project and the loss of Dzongu (the ancient
Lepcha reserve) may result in ethnocide, the disappearance of their cuhural heritage that is
rooted to their ancestml connections and performance of rituals connected to the land, forests,
mountains, lakes, and nature, in general. Dzongu and the sacred peaks of Mount Kanchenjunga
are considered a 'mayellyang' (a celestial paradise) in Lepcha cosmology and revered by all
Lepchas.

Movement of Lepchas
As politics in Indiandemocracy is reduced to anumber game the Lepchas know that

being a minority they can never win hence the Lepchas have adopted a Gandhian way ofprotest.
Personal inteNiew with Dawa Lepcha (canied out on lTth&l8'h Feb 2012) General Secretary of
Active Citizen of Teesta(ACT) revealed that the initial protests against such projects started as

early as 2003 when the Joint Action Committee was formed this staned a strong movement
rcgarding the Teesta V hydro power project. In mid-2003, some groups of people from Dzongu
itselfstarted protesting against such projects in their holy land. By 2004 initial formation of an

anti- Hydro- power project goup called Active Citizen ofTeesta (ACT) was formed and in 2005
thisofficially started a huge movement against the building of the hydro power project in the
region. This was followed by the meetings and talks with the Stateand Central Govemment
agencies. h 2006 September a Public hearing of Panam HEP had been canied out yet the
projects continued unabated. Even after huge protest from the local population the project got
cleared. In 12 December 2006 around 600 people took part in the rally organized by ACT to
protest against the power project in Gangtok and met the govemment representatives. The
govemment representative had promised to review all the projects in No(h Sikkim, but nothing
substantial was done. Hence, the Lepchas led mainly by two youths Dawa Lepcha and Tenzing
adopted a Gandhian way ofprotest as they stated their fast unto death from 10ih March 2008

in order to stop such projects in their boly land and btihg in consersuai poritics, people centered
development and a strong democratic etfios in ahe saaae. They w.rc ioinecl by other aativists and

civil iociety which had large media coverage. After 96 days of fasting the olficial
communication of the Chief Engineer and secrctary of the Sikkim state power department

declared that the 90mw Ringpi,33mw Rukel, l2OMWLinxa and l4lMw Ranyon projects were

being scrapped. Simultaneouiiy in Chunthung (North Sikkim), the chief Minister ofthe state laid

dowi the i'oundation of l200MW Teesta stage III hydel projects, hence nothing substantial has

been done to safeguard the Lepchas and their Dzongu Field t p to this area (Jan-Feb 2012)

suggests that Teesta lll, IV and the Panam project still continues and are in different stages'

A focused group discussion with the village elders of Dzongu village revealed that the

Lepchas are aware of the consequences of such projects in their holy land, they fear that soon

their land will be submerged and they will be alienated from their land Demographic changes



are bound to occur with the influx of migmnts. The Lepchas are of the view that almost all
development projects in this area have displaced and caused untold misery to them. The Hy&o
projects which are touted as harbinger of immense money and prosperity has made them a
minority in their own lands.

The Village elders were ofthe view that influx of about 25000 to30000 people needed for
the constuction of the projects here will make them a minority as the project repofi itselfstates
that there are around 22000 Lepchas living in the Dzongu Reserve area. Moreover there is no

proper site for the muck disposal which is being generated by the heavy constructional activities
here. lnfact the entire landscape is changing here in the name of development. About 40% of
their fertile land has been taken away by sltch mega developmental projects and this is why they
are opposed to such projects. They however realize that development is necessary for their socio-

economic improvement but this could be brought about by altemative methods like eco-tourism

which will help in conserving their rcsources at the same time help the families living here to
generate income.

Conclusion
It is observed that hydropower project has basically benefited the state of Sikkim as a

whole as it eams good revenue (120lo of the total electricity produced) from it, but contrary
someofthe local population (mainly the educated section) arc against the hydel power projects in
their ancestral land yet there is also a group who favours the implementation of the big power
projects here, hence the debate continues. However it is important to remember that all
developmental projects in the long run should be socially acceptable and envircnmentally as well
as economically viableso that in the long run it is sustainable.In Dzongu there is scope for
ecotou sm to develop infact the Dzongu, bordeN the Kanchenjunga Biosphere Reserve and this
is an emerging eco-tourism destination, supported by the Ecotounsm and ConseNation Society

of Sikkim (ECOSS). This is encouraging the local educated youth residing in Dzongu to explore
altemative opportunities in generation of income through tourist related activities so that they
can be self-employed within the Dzongu without disturbing their landscape and culture.

Accordingly, it can be concluded that hydropower project initiated under the aegis ofthe
state govemment of Sikkim with a rationale to bring about development of not only
infiastructure (as associated with hydro-povr'er project) but also of the people living here,

targeting the much needed socio-economic development for the population residing here has

yet to realize its objectives.
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ABSTRACT
This papet attempts to give a biefreJlectioh on the concept of Khasi creation fiyh and myth
of oigin. It also discusses a stong cuhural and philosophical tradition.The Khasi
Eu'ocenlric have in the past value judgements, today there is a mated much of tribal
cu ure. There is also an awakening trcnd amofig tibal scholars, to examifie these lal e
judgements in relation to the oral past, Ahhough, the Khasis have a number of myths. This
paper will cover only four popular creation myths.

KEy_lryqBDS: Mythological stories, Cosmogony, Creator, Creation of Myth

Introduction
Mlth of Creation or Creation Myth has been debated over a long time in Philosophy and
Religion. A crcation m),th is a cosmogony, a narrative that describes the origioal orde ng of
the Universe. A given culture's cosmogony or creation myth describes its sense of how
cosmos (order, existence) was establishedl. Philosophers such as Saint Thomas Aquinas, Si.
Anselm, Richard Swinbume and others argue about God-World rclation as a relation of
creation originans and creation continuans. Besides philosophers, theologians and scientists
too are bothered about tenability of God-World relationship. While theologians argue about
sustainability of Creation, scientists are intrigued about validating the Created in terms of a
provable theory ofCreation. So the problem is, how doesone develop a structure ofargument
that validates a theory of Creation. Philosophers concemed about truth and validity of
theories of Creation remain divided between causality and free-will without being able to
assert a 'correct' theory of Creation, except that they examine the relevant structures of
justification and acts of evidencing in a theory of Creation. Creation stories also known as

cosmogonies. The word 'Cosmogony' means crcation ofthe world. lt is a composite term. It
is made up of two Greek words. The word 'cosraos ' means the world while the word ?orrd '

means 'produce'. Literally, the word 'cosmogony' means creation ofthe world.
It is a matter of concem to note that the term 'Khasi' is till shrouded in mystery till today.
The fact is because different scholars and researchers at different times have given different
views and opinions to the question, who are the Khasis? According to H.W.Sten, the Khasis
are the o ginal inhabitants of Khasi and Jaintia Hills. They are the hill tribe-of the State of
Meghalaya. Their parents are Khasis and following the Khasi customary laws'. O.L.Snaitang
holds quite a different view on the Khasi origin. According to him, the name'Khasi' is a
composite word. It is made up by the combination of two Khasi words that is the word "Kia"
which means bom and the word "Si" which mean stands for a proper name. ln this sense the
children of'ka Khasi' are known as Khasis. They belong to the matrilineal hill tribe of
Meghalayas.
Like other people communities the Klasis also have thei own Creation mlths. An attempt
has been made to show that the Khasi are still preserving the Creation M),ths. Some scholars
termed Khasi Religion as a primitive religion. This is not strange or peculiar at all because

almost all religions in the world have their own creation mlths. M)'th is a means to explain
the realities o[this life in the form o[slories.

.A Dnnn,4'oiCmrio Mlhs.Oxlord UniEnnr Pls. cop! nghr r loo4.p\r'
'. Cf. H.w.Stenm i(l,osi Poetry: otigin ond developmert (New Oelhi: Mittal Publications, 1990,p.1
r. 

Cf. O.L.Snaitang, Christlonity ondSociotAonge in A/ortheost /nd,a (ShillonS: Vendrame lnstitute, 1993), p.4



Religion
A.R.Mohapatra explains that the word 'Religion' is derivative. It is derived from the Latin
word'Religio' which literally means to bind". In this sense Religion is a principle of
unification and harmonization. ln other words, Religion is a sort ofreligious discipline which
can bind people together in a wholesome manner, especially members ofthe same Religion.
Religion does not concem only religious beliefor mere faith but it involves different aspects
ofhuman Iife and activities. For instance, it also involves behaviour, conviction, conduct and
the way of functioning religious matters. lt is a fact that the religion is related with the whole
human personality.

Creation
ln common parlance the word'Creation' implies a sense of"production." It is considered

an important philosophical concept in the area ofstudying the metaphysics and philosophy of
religion. In this paper an allempt has been made to reflect on the rationality of the Khasi
concept of creation as reflected in the dift'erent stories popularly known as creation mlths.
This investigation is carried out due to the fact that for centuries the Khasi concept ofcreation
has been neglected by many scholars. Perhaps they may consider the Khasi creation m)ths as

works which are lacking philosophical framework and not having much significance.
Etymologically speaking, the word'Creation' is derivative. It is derived from the Latin word
'Creare' which means the fashioning out of something into being. Philosophically it means
the fashioning of nerv foms out ofan existent or given material. ln this sense it coutd be said
that a potter is a creator of the pot because he forms a pot out of the material which in this
case may be clay. In this sense the creator is the maker and creation is hismaking- activity, In
this way creation is understood as the fashioning out of new forms without any pre-existent
materials. It is not the production of creatio ei nihilo. Khasi elde$ also in the preliterate
times thought ofthe Creator as always being in the creation process. They held the view that
God the creator is the uncaused cause ofcreation. ln this manner creation cannot precede the
existence of the creator.
The Khasis believe that U 8/ei, the qeator created the world out ofhis commanding word. tn
other words, we may say tt rs creation b! w ord. In this manner it may be said the world is a
result of word-creation; unlike the Judeo-Ch stian thought, ofcreatio ex nihilo. This goes to
say that the Khasis hold the view that creatio ei nihilo rri /it which means from nothing
noting comes.lt is unlike the Christian concept of man. Man is not created from the dust of
the earth. Khasi elders hold the view that man was initially created in heaven and came to
settle down here on earth only much later. Interestingly, both the Khasi creation mlths and
the Judeo-Christian creation m),th indicate that man is a special creation. Man is the guardian
and cfown ofcreation.

Myths
Etymogically speaking, the word m)th is derivative. It is derived from the Greek word
,rltros $'hich means a story. Such word'mythos' is closely related to the terms like mlthic,
m),thology and myhological stories which are often used in the study of Religion, These
terms do not refer to something erroneous or false reporting of something. These terms like
m),ths, m),thology and m)4hological sto es are used with the purpose to refer to the use of
stories or the interpretation of stories and events as generally employed in religious studies to
convey some truths that vemacular fonns ofspeech cannot always convey.
Plato used the term 'myth' to refer to stories of the gods in contrast to descriptions of
historical events t. Mlths are often believed to be 'matle up a body of assumed

d. 
a.R. Mohapatra, Phl,osophy o/ Rerrgro, (New Delhl: st€rling Publishers P!.t Ltd, 1990), p5.

5. 
S.E. Stumpf, Philosoophy: History ond Problens (New York. Mc Graw Hill Book Company, 1976), p. 83
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htowledge.'about the universe, the natural and supematural worlds and the place ofman in
the totality. At best, the term "mlth" is a weak one, if we compare with those histo cal facts
which have proofs and evidences. But we should keep in mind that myh implies a uniform,
sacred explanatory power for etiological narratives everylvhere.
Man as a rational being t es to explain the truths and realities ofthis world in different ways.
Mlths are stories which are intended to convey important meanings relating to the origin of
the world, the origin of the tribe, the meaning of death or the way ofsalvation or liberation.
In most cases mlths are often described in terms of slubolic language, often related to
rituals, used to give explanations or provide didactic support to the practices and beliefs ofa
religious group. In recent studies of myhology various theories have been advanced
conceming the ways m),ths operate in different religious contexts.
Theories conceming religious m),thologies vary. For instance, the practice of ancient
Eg)?tian astrology was perhaps imported into Egypt fiom Mesopotamia in the Persian
period, 5008.C. They used hermerology for the determination of lucky and unlucky days. It
was derived most probably from myhology and not much from astology. The Eg)?tians had
a long standing inter€st in astronomy. Usually they have starred ceiling with charts of the
heaven in tombs and temples- These were tables giving the movements ofthe stars at night.
Also a calendar, based on the agricultural year was devised and used at least from earliest
historical times.

TheKhasi creation myth
(a) Creation of the world: At first God created heayen and earth. Ka Meiramew (Mother
Earth) gave birth to five children namely, rr Brai (Moon), ta Srg, (Sun),fa Ura (Water), ka
Lyer (Ai) and ka Ding ( Fire)". t-ater these five children of ka Meirar?el, or Mother Earth had
their own children. This myth is similar with the Hindu idea of Prakrti and Purusa in which
they have a close association with the evolution ofthe wo d. 1<a Merranew, isliketheHindu
concept of Prakrti in which Khasi thinkers regarded it as the material cause and it co-exists
with U B/ei or God.
lblThe Sohpetbneng Peak M).th: U Blei, thc Creator in the beginning oeated sixteen
families' all of them lived in heaven. Heaven was the original home of human-kind. U Blei
responded positively to the request ofka Meirafte to send from heaven to his earth, a ruler.
U B/ei convened a divine council in heaven. The sixteen families attended the council. The
council unanimously decided to send seven families out ofthe sixteen families to come down
and settle on earth. The members of the seven families where identified as kI Htnniew
TrepHynniew Slzrn8lPeopte of seven huts). They were accompanied by a divine being
called u syiem Lakriah'(King of Lakriah). They landed on u Lum Sohpet Bneng(Heaven
Nayel). Located at Ri-bhoi, East Khasi Hills. Their :nain purpose of coming down from
heaven to settle down on earth was to till and cultivate the land and to abide by the lln,trrz or
Command ofcod. Creation was in pefect harmony during this era.

On top ofu Lum Sohpetbneng there was kat jingkieng ksiar (Golden ladder) provided by
God. This ladder joined heaven and earth. The members of the nine families in heaven and
the members ofthe seven families on earth could go up and come down as they wish. God
gave them three Commandments to guide their ethical or moral life. Some scholars called
them religious decree. These moral laws are:
(i) Kamai ia ka Hok (To eam righteousness)
(ii) Tipbriew Tipblei (To know God and to know man)

6, c. Cos\a, KoRijongkoRiLoiphewsylem (Vo.l)Shillong: Oon Bosco Press,1936, p.1

'. Sosolham, Ki Sngi Borin U Hynniewtrep. lshillon$ Ri Khasi Press, 1936), p.1
3. DI.laloo,KoRongbitio U Hynniewtrep. lshillonlj Don Bosco Press, 1978),5
e. 

R.s. Lyngdoh, "(i Dorbarsleikatkumkajingngeit U (hut Khasi." No koThiotkiNongffiot, shillong: (hasi

Authors' Society,1992, pp.3-5.
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from God. The harmonious relaiionihip between man anil Goil was broken ilown. Goil
removed the golden ladder ofheaven immediately. Since that time the members of families
on earth could no longer have any contact with the members ofthe nine families in heaven. lt
marks the end of the golden era of perfect peace and happiness. It ushered the new era of
broken relationship. lt was the beginning ofthe evil age. Human suffe ng began to take place
in the form of poverty, ignorance, illness, misery and all sorts of worries and anxieties.This
mlth indicates the loss ofthe original God-man relationship.
(c) The Diengiei Pe k Myth: After the breaking down ofthe golden ladder on Sohpetbneng
Peak, a gigantic strange tree grew up. The local people called it, ka Diengiei,to The Peak
where the Diengrei tree grew is known as Zum Diengiei which means Diengiei Peak. It was a
big surprise thal the Diengiei glew so big that its leaves and branches could spread far and
wide. It overshadowed the earth almost totally. Ultimately there was no proper sunlight on
the earth and there was darkness. Consequently, man was afraid of the wild animals and he
could not cany out his normal activities.
The people ofthe seven families decided to c.ut do\Nn the Diengiei immediately. They started
cutting this tlee ftom moming till evening for a number of days. They were surprised when
something very strange had happened. Usually when they retumed home in the evening as

they could not cut tlee within one day's time, the next moming when they came back they
found that the tree had no more cutting marks at all. The people were worried because they
could not fiflish the job in a day. Whenever they came in the next moming they found no
cutting marks on the tree.

While the people were thinking ofa possible remedy, a small bird known in Khasi language
as ka Phreittt came and told the people of the secret happenings to the Diengiei ]d.ee dui.ng
the night time. Ka phreit nanated of what had happened to the Diengiei in the night time. A
tiger came every night and licked all the broken paxts ofthe tree and while doing that all the
cuts disappeared. The tree even grew bigger and bigger day by day.
Having come to know ofwhat had happened to the tree in the night time the mefl did not take
back home their cutting tools especially the a,res. They placed their axes and knives upwards
around the cutting of the tree. As usually the tiger came in the middle of the night and licked
the cut portions of the tree. Consequently, the tongue of the tiger was cut and became
wounded while licking the cutting on the tree. Since that time the tiger never come again.
The men managed fell down the Diergiei tlee successfully. Finally the tree fell down and
normal sunlight began to appear as usual.
(d) Ka Krem Lamet Latang Myth
A day was fixed for a dance festival where all the living creatures were invited to participate.
Almost all the creatures big and small tumed up- in their colourful costumes. They danced
Ilom moming till evening and towards the evening all were tired and exhausted. They wanted
to close the festive event and go home. Suddenly ka srg? (Sun-Sister) and aBaai (Moon-
Brother) anived very late. Both of them danced together. The spectators considered such
action to be offensive and immoral. Consequently the speciators insulted them. They felt that
a brother and sister should not daflce together because it was both embarrassing and
unethical. They should not act as husband and wife. This made ka Sngi (Sun) and rr

t0. 
Ka Khasi have a beliefthat kaDiengieiwhich was a le8enda ry gigantic tree grew on Diengiei Peak once upc-

a time. lts branches and leaves overshadowed the Earth.
11. KaPhreit is a smallbird which helped man tofind out the secret why the cLrtting marks of kaDiefgiel
disappeared r.ysteriously.
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Bzai(Moon) angry and they left the dancing ground immediately. ,(a Sngr (sun) went to hide
hercelfin the other world known as ka fre n Lamet Latangt2.
The world tumed into darkness because ka Sngi (Sun) could not give its sunlight. Man and
other living beings were affected. At last man requested ,l S/ar (Cock) to go to the cave or
Ka Krem Lamet Latang to meet ia Srgi (Sun). The Cock must make an eamest humble
request that,td Srgi (Sun) should come back to this phenomenal rvorld from her hiding place.

Before a Syiar (Cock) could go to Kremlamet Latang, man promised to give to u Syiar a

colourful dress. Finally, a Syiar (Cock) went to have a dialogue x'ith [a Sngi. Ka Sagi
promised to retum to this phenomenal world on some terms and conditions. The Cock must
crow thrice early in the moming before the break ofdawn.
Since that time ll Slra/ holds a very important position and sacred place in the religious life
and activities ofthe Khasi people. From that time onwards r Syiar became a sacrificial object
to bring peace and reconciliation between God and man. This myth shows that living beings
and plants need along with ka Meiramew (Mother Earth) sunlight for various reasons. All
humans and other living beings will suffer without sunlight.

Conclusion
The desire for knowledge of the nature and origin of things is inbom in man. This thirst for
knowledge stimulates man to have the spirit of investigation. The Khasi elderc feel the need
that the problems oforigins should be solved by religion and philosophy- We should not take
m),th as an attempt to give explanation ofthe natural phenomena with proofs and evidences.

As we may be aware myth is a view oflife no less valid in itselffor those who propound it
than any rational view of its own adherents. M,,ths are human attempts to explain some
realities in the form ofstories. They may appear to be unscientific and unreal but most ofthe
religions of the world have their m),ths. Any attempt towards demlthologization may cause

harm to religious beliefs and the spiritual relationship with God or gods who are the
supematural beings. We should bear in mind that acreation mlth, the mlth of origin are
stories which are intended to convey imponant meanings relating to the origin of the world,
the origin ofthe tribe, the life after this life and the meaning ofdeath.
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